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Abstract
Clouds have pivotal influence on the Earth’s hydrological cycle and climate system because
they are intricately involved in the dynamical, chemical, and radiative processes within the upper
troposphere and lower stratosphere. Cirrus clouds occur at high altitude around the tropopause
level and, despite their thin appearance and low optical thickness, they contribute to the radiative
balance of the atmosphere. The processes in this region of the atmosphere have become increasingly
important for a clear understanding of feedback mechanisms in the climate system.
The Canadian designed and built Optical Spectrograph and Infrared Imaging System (OSIRIS)
satellite instrument measures the spectrum of sunlight scattered from the Earth’s atmosphere at
wavelengths from the ultraviolet (280 nm) to the near infrared (810 nm). The limb scattering mea-
surement technique allows OSIRIS to collect information on the vertical profile of atmospheric
chemical and particle composition at a resolution of approximately 2 km with nearly global daily
coverage.
In this work, a technique characterizing the distribution of cirrus cloud top occurrences from
OSIRIS limb scattering radiance profiles is presented. The technique involves computing residual
profiles by comparing normalized measured radiance and modelled molecular density profiles where
mismatches between the two traces indicate the presence of clouds. Probability density functions of
scattering residuals show the distribution is not a continuum measurement; there is a clear distinc-
tion between the cloudy and cloud-free conditions. Observations show high cloud top occurrences in
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere region above Indonesia and Central America. Results
obtained using the high altitude cloud detection technique and OSIRIS measurements are compared
to those by Sassen et al. (2008) who used CALIPSO nadir measurements and to those by Wang
et al. (1996) who used SAGE II solar occultation measurements of cirrus clouds.
The cloud detection technique is applied to three case studies. Cloud top detections are used
to support results presented in Dessler (2009) who theorized the local relative humidity controls
either dehydration or hydration of the lower stratosphere through the efficiency of evaporation of
ice lofted by deep convection. The second study makes use of the cloud detection technique to
eliminate cloud-containing scans as to identify an Asian Tropopause Aerosol Layer in support of
Vernier et al. (2011). Finally, the technique is used to track the dispersion and evolution of the
volcanic plume following the Sarychev eruption in June 2009 since monitoring volcanic plumes is
an effective way to help mitigate aviation hazards.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) is roughly defined as the region of the
atmosphere within 5 km of the tropopause (Holton et al., 1995; Gettelman et al., 2011) thus en-
capsulating the uppermost region of the troposphere and the lowermost region of the stratosphere.
Here, important dynamic, chemical, and radiative aspects are coupled to each other and strongly
affect surface temperatures. Clouds have pivotal influence on the Earth’s hydrological cycle and
climate system (Chahine, 1992; Liou, 1992; Hobbs, 1993) because they are intricately involved in
the dynamic, chemical, and radiative processes within the UTLS.
Strong tropical convective systems can loft tropospheric air into the stratosphere (Alcala and
Dessler , 2002; Gettelman et al., 2002), which consequently affect stratospheric chemistry and the
abundance of trace species therein (Dessler , 2002). Stratosphere-Troposphere Exchange (STE) is
an important dynamical exchange process occurring through the tropopause and has considerable
influence on the chemistry in the UTLS. Corti et al. (2006) suggest air may be lofted through the
interaction between cirrus clouds and radiation.
The radiative balance of the atmosphere is regulated in part by clouds and aerosols. They reflect
shortwave solar radiation back into space and consequently increase planetary albedo, the ratio
between scattered and incoming radiation, which cools the Earth and scatter terrestrial thermally
emitted infrared radiation, which warms the planet through the greenhouse effect (Hartmann et al.,
1992; Liou, 2002). Generally, the greater longwave effect leads to a net warming of the atmosphere
(Wang et al., 1996; Sassen et al., 2009). However, Liou (1986) explains the local regulation of the
radiative forcing depends on the Earth-atmosphere conditions where the clouds are formed and on
the geometric and physical arrangements of the clouds.
Detecting the presence of clouds is not a simple task. Cloud visibility depends on several
factors like the viewing geometry of the measuring instrument, the relative brightness between the
targeted cloud and its background, and the scattering phase function, which characterizes scattering
directionality. The optical thickness, τ , which is a function of wavelength, is a critical component
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affecting visibility because it describes the fraction of radiation attenuated by a layer of atmosphere
and is a function of the number density and cross section of atmospheric particles as well as the
thickness of the optical layer. Sassen and Cho (1992) categorize clouds into three groups according
to their optical thickness: Subvisual clouds with τ < 0.03, threshold visible with τ ≈ 0.03, and thin
cirrus with τ > 0.03.
Cirrus clouds occur at high altitude around the tropopause level and, despite their thin appear-
ance and low optical thickness, they contribute to the radiative balance of the atmosphere (Liou,
1986, 2002). Cirrus clouds are involved in STE (Corti et al., 2006) and in the process controlling
the distribution of water vapour in the UTLS (Dessler and Minschwaner , 2007; Dessler , 2009).
However, the manner and extent of their involvement are uncertain. It is believed cirrus clouds
connect atmospheric circulation and climate (Sassen and Cho, 1992). A complete understanding of
cirrus clouds may be obtained through a thorough description of their physical extent and distri-
bution, occurrence frequency, duration, refractive index, and particle size distribution, shape, and
composition (Wang et al., 1996).
This work studies the occurrence frequency and distribution of high altitude clouds. When
viewed from the Earth’s surface with a ground-based zenith lidar system or remotely using nadir
sounding, subvisual clouds appear invisible because of their extremely low optical thickness and
relative contrast to their background (Sassen et al., 1989). Alternatively, subvisual clouds are readily
measurable using the limb scattering remote sensing technique. The limb scattering technique
is based on the concept of measuring sunlight, which, while scattered through the limb of the
atmosphere, is imprinted with the signatures of atmospheric composition. Here, the instrument’s
line of sight is directed at a tangent altitude within the atmospheric limb. Vertical profiles are
obtained by scanning multiple tangent altitudes sequentially (Bourassa, 2007). Two outstanding
benefits to the limb scattering technique are its ability to provide high vertical resolution, much like
the occultation technique, as well as good global coverage, similar to nadir sounding.
In this work, measurements from the Optical Spectrograph and Infra-Red Imaging System
(OSIRIS), a Canadian satellite instrument that measures atmospheric limb profiles of scattered
solar radiation, are used to develop a high altitude cloud detection technique. OSIRIS is onboard
the Swedish satellite Odin and was launched November 2001 into a sun-synchronous polar orbit
with a 98° inclination providing coverage between 82°S to 82°N. OSIRIS consists of an optical
spectrograph, which measures scattered atmospheric limb radiance between 280 and 810 nm. The
instrument was primarily designed to deduce information of the vertical profiles of ozone, nitrogen
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dioxide, and stratospheric aerosol (Murtagh et al., 2002; Llewellyn et al., 2004), and is used here in
the development of the cloud detection technique.
Atmospheric particles scatter radiation and the scattering efficiency depends on various prop-
erties of the scattering particle; namely on size, shape, and refractive index. Generally, increasing
the particle size and altering the particle shape leads to more complex scattering features and di-
rectionality. Clouds are optically thicker than the molecular background, so the physics describing
the scattering field are more involved. Simple radiative transfer models are designed to accom-
modate single scattering events for small, spherically symmetric particles. However, when clouds
are involved, models capable of handling multiple scattering events, which are often computation-
ally expensive, become necessary. Clouds are optically thicker than the molecular background, so
measuring features or the abundance of species through a cloud is difficult. Determining boundary
limits so as to make measurements down to the cloud height would be ideal. This is, in part, the
reasoning for developing a cloud detection technique using OSIRIS measurements.
Chapter 2 presents relevant background on the Earth’s atmosphere with particular concentration
on the UTLS. Details on the OSIRIS instrument, limb scattering technique, various scattering
regimes, and a brief overview of atmospheric radiative transfer are also explained.
The high altitude cloud detection technique is outlined in Chapter 3. The technique is based
on computing the residual between the OSIRIS measured and modelled molecular radiance profiles,
which characterizes scattering enhancements. Scattering probability density functions are then cre-
ated from the residual profiles and unveil a distinction between the cloudy and cloud-free conditions;
the distribution is not a continuum measurement, which is key to the technique. The technique is
used to map the distribution of cloud top occurrences within the UTLS. Maxima cloud top occur-
rences are observed over Indonesia and Central America. These results are compared to those by
Sassen et al. (2008) who used Cloud- Aerosol Lidar Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO)
nadir measurements and to those by Wang et al. (1996) who used Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas
Experiment (SAGE) II solar occultation measurements of cirrus clouds.
Chapter 4 is comprised of three parts, each of which features a case study that uses the high
altitude cloud detection technique. With reference to Dessler (2009), the first study relates cloud
occurrence frequencies to the distribution of water vapour within the lower stratosphere. The
stratosphere is either hydrated or dehydrated through the formation of clouds depending on local
circulation patterns and relative humidity. OSIRIS cloud detections and water vapour measurements
from the Atmospheric Chemistry Experiment (ACE) instrument affirm the results in Dessler (2009).
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The cloud detection technique is used in the second study to investigate the presence of an Asian
Tropopause Aerosol Layer (ATAL), recently reported by Vernier et al. (2011). The ATAL draws
connections between the transport of aerosols to the upper atmosphere through deep convection
and, as this work suggests, may exhibit a diurnal cycle. Laaksonen et al. (2000) propose a diurnal
cycle that is linked to the formation of cloud condensation nuclei from sulfuric dioxide. Lastly, the
third case study follows the dispersion and evolution of the volcanic plume following the Sarychev
eruption on 12 June 2009. The limb scattered signal measured by OSIRIS is enhanced at the location
of the ash and dust. Aviation hazards can potentially be reduced by tracking and monitoring the
progression of the plume using satellite-derived data.
Chapter 5 summarizes conclusions drawn throughout this work and briefly outlines possible
future work and applications involving the cloud detection technique.
4
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 The Earth’s Atmosphere
The region between the first two layers of the atmosphere, namely the tropopause, which lies between
the troposphere and the stratosphere, is of primary interest for studies on high altitude cirrus clouds
since this is where cirrus clouds occur. The first section in this work is dedicated to explain the
essential components of atmospheric science within the troposphere and the stratosphere as well
as some atmospheric quantities such as the pressure scale height, potential temperature, and static
stability. Since the tropopause is not necessarily a continuous surface globally, various definitions
of the tropopause are presented and a description of atmospheric composition, such as molecules,
aerosols, and cloud particles, follows.
2.1.1 The Troposphere and the Stratosphere
The layers of the Earth’s atmosphere are commonly defined according to the vertical temperature
profile of the atmosphere. Figure 2.1 shows a typical mid-latitude vertical temperature profile.
The lowermost layer of the atmosphere is called the troposphere, which from Greek means “to
turn over” (Gettelman et al., 2011) or “changing” (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). The average temper-
ature at the Earth’s surface is around 288 K (Liou, 2002). Within the troposphere, temperature,
T , decreases with altitude, z, with a lapse rate, Γ, of approximately 6.5°C km−1. That is,
Γ ≡ −∂T
∂z
∼ 6.5◦C km−1. (2.1)
Temperature reaches a minimum at the tropopause around 220 K between 10 and 16 km in altitude.
As Liou (2002) explains, both the convective movement of energy from the Earth to the atmosphere
and the radiative balance shape the temperature structure in the troposphere.
The troposphere is generally well mixed because warm air near the surface of the Earth stimulates
convection and vertical motion. Air and chemical species can be vertically transported through the
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Figure 2.1: Typical mid-latitude vertical temperature profile; adapted from Wallace and
Hobbs (2006).
depth of the troposphere within a few hours by means of moist convection to a few days via
baroclinic eddy motions where large-scale perturbations in the mean flow are generated by changes
in temperature or density along isobaric lines (Holton et al., 1995).
Convection occurs in a couple ways. First, when a parcel of air is quickly moved to a higher
altitude, for example when wind pushes a parcel of air up the side of a mountain or when the
surface of the Earth heats a localized parcel of air causing it to rise suddenly, it is then hotter and
less dense than the surrounding air. Since air does not dissipate heat quickly, the parcel of air will
continue to rise in altitude. Second, consider layers of air of uniform temperature where the lower
layer contains more moisture than the layer above it. When a parcel of air from the lower layer
condenses, latent heat is released causing localized heating within the parcel and causes it to rise
to higher altitudes. This parcel of air will continue to rise because of its lower density relative to
the surrounding air.
Nearly 80% of the mass of the atmosphere and most clouds, precipitation, and water vapour
are contained within the troposphere (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). Aerosols are constantly absorbed
by cloud droplets and ice crystals and eventually fall to the surface as rain or snow, which cleanses
tropospheric air.
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The stratosphere is the second layer of the atmosphere and is translated from Greek as “to spread
out” (Gettelman et al., 2011). The stratosphere is isothermal from the tropopause to approximately
20 km in altitude where the temperature begins to increase with altitude with a negative lapse rate,
reaching a maximum around 270 K at the stratopause near 50 km (Liou, 2002). The stratosphere
is very stable due to its temperature profile and therefore has little turbulence or convection and
strong horizontal winds.
Ozone is abundant and water vapour is sparse in stratospheric air. The ozone layer is within
the stratosphere between 15 and 30 km altitude with a maximum concentration near 20 to 25 km
depending on latitude and season (Liou, 2002). Ozone absorbs solar radiation in the ultraviolet
region, meaning the stratospheric ozone layer is an input of solar heating into the atmosphere and
is responsible for the rise in temperature in the stratosphere (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006). Both the
absorption of solar fluxes by ozone and the emission of infrared radiation by carbon dioxide, which
is linked to the greenhouse effect, are key factors in determining the state of the stratosphere (Liou,
2002).
Aerosols are also present in the stratosphere and linger there for long periods of time due to slow
vertical mixing. Stratospheric air is not cleansed through cloud formation as in the troposphere, so
resident times are much longer. Compared to the troposphere, vertical transport in the stratosphere
can take months or a year depending on altitude (Holton et al., 1995). The upward propagation
and dissipation of tropospheric waves, which are largely influenced by UTLS static stability and
wind profiles, drive stratospheric circulation (Chen and Robinson, 1992).
2.1.2 Pressure Scale Height
The Ideal Gas Law can be written in terms of the specific gas constant, Rs, and relates pressure, p,
to the mass density, ρ, and to absolute temperature, T , of the gas,
p = ρRsT. (2.2)
Atmospheric pressure is determined by its weight and is described by the hydrostatic equation,
dp
dz
= −gρ. (2.3)
Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity and ρ is the density of the air at altitude z. Solving
Equation 2.2 for density, Equation 2.3 becomes,
dp
p
= − g
RsT
dz, (2.4)
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after some rearrangement. Integrating the right hand side from a reference altitude, such as at sea
level, to some altitude z and the left hand side from the reference pressure, p(0), to the pressure at
altitude z and rearranging, Equation 2.4 becomes,
p(z) = p(0)e−
z
H , (2.5)
which describes the pressure profile as a function of altitude; pressure falls exponentially with
altitude. H is defined as the pressure scale height,
H =
RsT
g
≈ 7 km. (2.6)
The pressure scale height defines the distance over which the pressure drops by 1e ≈ 0.37.
2.1.3 Potential Temperature and Static Stability
Potential temperature, ϑ, is the temperature a parcel of air would have if it was adiabatically
compressed or expanded to a standard reference pressure, p(0), usually 1 bar. It can be derived
from the first law of thermodynamics for an adiabatic process where the thermal energy added to
the system, dQ, is zero,
0 = cpdT − αdp. (2.7)
Here, cp is the specific heat at constant pressure defined as,
cp =
dQ
dT
∣∣∣∣
p=constant
, (2.8)
where T and p are the temperature and pressure, respectively, and α = 1ρ is the specific volume.
Using the Ideal Gas Law in terms of the specific volume, pα = RsT , where Rs is the specific gas
constant for dry air, Equation 2.7 becomes,
cp
Rs
dT
T
=
dp
p
, (2.9)
after some rearrangement. Integrating from the reference pressure, p(0), where the temperature is
T = ϑ by definition to the atmospheric pressure at altitude z, p(z), where the temperature is T ,
and rearranging, the potential temperature is,
ϑ = T
(
p(0)
p(z)
)Rs
cp
. (2.10)
The relationship between potential temperature and lapse rate, Γ, can be derived by taking the
logarithm of Equation 2.10 and differentiating with respect to height, z,
1
ϑ
∂ϑ
∂z
=
1
T
∂T
∂z
− Rs
cp
1
p
∂p
∂z
. (2.11)
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Using the hydrostatic equation and the Ideal Gas Law and multiplying by T , Equation 2.11 becomes,
T
ϑ
∂ϑ
∂z
=
∂T
∂z
+
g
cp
. (2.12)
A dry adiabatic, hydrostatic atmosphere ∂ϑ∂z = 0 implies the dry adiabatic lapse rate, Γd, is,
Γd = −∂T
∂z
=
g
cp
∼ 9.8◦C km−1. (2.13)
Using Equations 2.1 and 2.13 in Equation 2.12, the relationship between potential temperature and
lapse rate is,
T
ϑ
∂ϑ
∂z
= Γd − Γ. (2.14)
Static stability is roughly defined as the resistive force to vertical motion by the density structure
of the atmosphere (Gates, 1961). In the troposphere, the lapse rate given in Equation 2.1 is
positive. As described above, if a parcel of air is adiabatically moved to a higher altitude, which
is accomplished by quickly moving the parcel to a greater height, it will continue to rise because
it is hotter and less dense than the surrounding environmental air. This scenario is unstable and
static stability can be negative within the troposphere. Now consider a parcel of air near but just
below the tropopause. There is a relative increase in static stability. Static stability in this region
is almost zero, but it is increasing with altitude. In the stratosphere, the lapse rate is negative
implying temperature increases with altitude. If a parcel of air in the stratosphere is quickly moved
to a higher altitude, it will quickly sink then oscillate about the equilibrium point with a dampened
amplitude and eventually regain its initial position. The adiabatic oscillations the parcel experiences
in the statically stable atmosphere are called buoyancy oscillations and the frequency of oscillation
is called the buoyancy frequency or the Brunt-Vaisala frequency, N2, which quantifies the static
stability,
N2 =
g
ϑ
∂ϑ
∂z
. (2.15)
If N > 0 the parcel will oscillate about its initial position with a period 2pi/N . For typical tro-
pospheric conditions, N ' 1.2 × 10−2 s−1 and the period of buoyancy oscillation is τ ' 8 minutes
(Holton, 1979). When N = 0, there is no accelerating force and the parcel will be in equilibrium
at its new altitude. In the case of N2 < 0, temperature decreases with height and the atmosphere
is unstable because the displacement will increase exponentially with time (Holton, 1979). The
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Figure 2.2: Averaged static stability profile over the months of July and August 2007. The
potential temperature was computed from interpolated temperature and pressure profiles from
the ECMWF reanalysis data.
important results for dry air are summarized in the following:
N2 =

> 0 Stable
= 0 Neutral
< 0 Unstable
Figure 2.2 shows an average vertical profile of the static stability over the months of July and
August 2007. The Brunt-Vaisala frequency, N2, was calculated according to Equation 2.15 where the
potential temperature was computed from interpolated temperature and pressure profiles from the
European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis data. Synoptically,
the atmosphere is always statically stable as any unstable regions are quickly stabilized through
convective motion (Holton, 1979). The figure clearly shows the sharp increase in static stability
across the tropopause.
2.1.4 The Tropopause and the UTLS
The tropopause is loosely defined as the boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
The tropopause altitude is not constant over all latitudes, reaching around 16 km near the equator
and falling to 8 km at the poles. Formally, Gettelman et al. (2011) present three tropopause defini-
tions. First, the thermal tropopause, sometimes referred to as the cold point tropopause, is defined
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Figure 2.3: Thermal tropopause (thick black line) and lines of constant potential tempera-
ture, ϑ, (thin coloured lines) as a function of latitude, averaged from May till October 2007.
The thick blue line shows the 380°K potential temperature line. The thermal tropopause
was obtained in accordance to the WMO definition and based on calculated lapse rates from
reanalysis data from the NCEP. The lines of constant potential temperature were calculated
from interpolated temperature and pressure profiles from the ECMWF reanalysis data and
are in Kelvin units. The TTL and ExUTLS, or lowermost stratosphere, regions are marked.
by the World Meteorological Organization (1957) using the lapse rate, Γ ≡ −∂T∂z , which states that
the tropopause is the lowest altitude where Γ < 2 K km−1, provided the average lapse rate from this
level to all higher levels within 2 km does not exceed 2 K km−1. By this definition, the tropopause
is indicative of the vertical discontinuity in the atmospheric static stability (Gettelman et al., 2011)
and permits the possibility of multiple tropopauses. Multiple tropopauses are commonly observed
near the jet stream, correlated with fronts, storms and stratospheric mixing with the troposphere
(Shapiro, 1980). Consequently, the thermal tropopause does not necessarily form a continuous sur-
face globally. Figure 2.3 shows the thermal tropopause and lines of constant potential temperature,
ϑ, as a function of latitude. The thermal tropopause was obtained in accordance to the WMO
definition and based on calculated lapse rates from reanalysis data from the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP). The lines of constant potential temperature were calculated
from interpolated temperature and pressure profiles from the ECMWF reanalysis data.
Second, the dynamical tropopause is based on changes in potential vorticity (PV), which itself
relies on components of static stability and relative vorticity, as in horizontal and vertical wind
shears (Gettelman et al., 2011). Relative vorticity is the vertical component of the curl of the wind
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velocity vector. The dynamical tropopause relies on three-dimensional temperature and wind data
making it ideal for synoptic-scale global models. PV consists of both a thermodynamical element
and of a dynamical element. According to the definition by Rossby (1940) and Ertel (1942), PV
relates the vorticity on an isentropic surface and static stability,
PV = −g(ζ + f)∂ϑ
∂p
. (2.16)
Here, g is the acceleration due to gravity, ζ is the relative isentropic vorticity, f is the Coriolis
parameter, ϑ is the potential temperature, and p is the pressure. Note that ∂ϑ∂p is the static stability
in terms of the potential temperature as per Equation 2.15 and the following hydrostatic relation
conversion is used,
∂ϑ
∂z
= −gρ∂ϑ
∂p
. (2.17)
An isentropic surface is one with constant potential temperature. Unless heated diabatically
through a release of latent heat, radiation, or a turbulent transfer of heat, as in friction, air remains
at an isentropic level. The atmosphere is stratified in layers of constant potential temperature
where the layers are more tightly bunched in the stratosphere due to the significant increase in
static stability; refer to Figure 2.3. Since PV is proportional to static stability, as in Equation
2.16, PV also increases in the stratosphere. Equation 2.16 remains constant for each isentropic
layer because a parcel of air will remain at a constant level of potential temperature and maintain
the same PV value as long as it moves adiabatically throughout the atmosphere. Thus, static
stability and relative vorticity are tied in such a way that PV is conserved on isentropic surfaces.
As static stability increases, as in the stratosphere, relative vorticity must correspondingly decrease,
and vice versa. Regions with high stratification have low vorticity, so PV contours run along the
static stability gradient. Adversely, regions with weak stratification have dominant vortices and PV
contours follow the wind gradient (Gettelman et al., 2011). PV is commonly described in PV units
(PVU) where 1 PVU = 1 × 106 K m2 kg−1 s−1 and the dynamical tropopause is defined where the
PV gradient is strongest.
Third, sharp gradients in chemical concentrations are the basis defining the chemical tropopause.
Chemical tracers can be used to define regions of the atmosphere. As mentioned, the troposphere is
rich in water vapour and there is an abundance of ozone in the stratosphere. Vertical mixing, which is
copious throughout the troposphere, is inhibited at tropopause altitudes because of the temperature
inversion. This natural barrier is primarily due to the drastic increase in the gradient of static
stability. Dynamically, this implies a parcel of air may only cross PV isosurfaces following a diabatic
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process (Gettelman et al., 2011). By means of following the vertical profile of the concentration of
trace gases, the chemical tropopause is defined where the gradient is greatest.
The UTLS is often said to include two regions: the Tropical Tropopause Layer (TTL) and the
extra-tropical UTLS (ExUTLS), commonly referred to as the lowermost stratosphere. Tropical and
the extra-tropical regions are distinguished according to the dominant physical processes in each
region; radiative-convective balance in the tropics and baroclinic wave motions in the extra-tropics
(Held , 1982). Further, the global stratospheric overturning circulation is upward in the tropics
and downward in the extra-tropics (Gettelman et al., 2011) in relation with the Brewer-Dobson
circulation. The UTLS is sensitive to chemical, dynamical, and radiative changes thereby creating
climate feedbacks (Eyring et al., 2010; Gettelman et al., 2011).
The TTL has characteristics of both the troposphere and the stratosphere. Highwood and
Hoskins (1998) describe the TTL as the layer between the level of main convective outflow where
the lapse rate is minimal and the cold point tropopause. This definition differs from the more
rigid definition described by Fueglistaler et al. (2009) in terms of pressure, potential temperature,
and altitude. The bottom of the TTL is at 150 hPa, 355 K, and 14 km where the level of zero
radiative heating (LZRH), that is the level where the amount of outgoing thermal radiation equals
the amount of incoming shortwave radiation, occurs. The top of the TTL is at 70 hPa, 425 K, and
18.5 km where there is a maximum in static stability and at the highest level where clouds are
observed. The TTL is bounded laterally by the subtropical jets. According to Eyring et al. (2010),
the TTL is “maintained by the interaction of convective transport, convectively generated waves,
radiation, cloud microphysics and the large-scale stratospheric circulation.” Clouds, notably thin
cirrus and convective anvils, have significant effects on the radiative balance in the TTL (Hartmann
and Short , 1980; Ramaswamy and Ramanathan, 1989).
The ExUTLS, or lowermost stratosphere, includes the region bounded by the tropopause and
the 380 K isentropic potential temperature surface (Holton et al., 1995); refer to Figure 2.3. Due
to transport, mixing, and interactions with radiation, the ExUTLS is, chemically speaking, a tran-
sition region where the ozone and water vapour concentration gradients are sharpest and opposite;
ozone concentrations are high in the stratosphere and low in the troposphere while water vapour
concentrations are low in the stratosphere and high in the troposphere (Gettelman et al., 2011).
Some regard the 380 K isentropic surface as a fourth definition of the tropopause. The 380 K isen-
tropic surface is selected as the upper bounds of the lowermost stratosphere because it corresponds
to the level of potential temperature at the tropopause over tropical latitudes. The tropopause
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is relatively constant in altitude between 30°S to 30°N and is closely aligned with the 380 K po-
tential temperature surface. Thus, it is sometimes convenient to define the division between the
troposphere and the stratosphere at the 380 K potential temperature surface.
In the region below the 380 K potential temperature surface, isentropic surfaces intersect the
tropopause in the ExUTLS region as the tropopause height falls with increasing latitude and hence
provides a gateway connecting the troposphere and the stratosphere through isentropic displacement
of air masses. This exchange across the tropopause along surfaces of constant potential temperature
is part of STE, which is a bidirectional process directly affecting the chemistry of the UTLS (Holton
et al., 1995).
2.1.5 Molecules, Aerosols, and Cloud Particles
The atmosphere is composed of a number of particles and molecules. Their fractional concentration
by volume with respect to dry air are listed in Table 2.1. Together, molecular nitrogen and oxygen
account for 99% of the Earth’s atmosphere and are the main constituents contributing to the
exponential density profile of the atmosphere. At 0.93% per volume, the concentration of argon gas
is highest among all noble gases. Water vapour varies in concentration by as much as three orders
of magnitude between the coldest and the warmest regions of the Earth’s atmosphere. Thus, due
to this high variability in water vapour concentration, the percentages of the constituents of air are
listed in relation to dry air. (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006).
Greenhouse gases, such as water vapour, carbon dioxide, and ozone, are also present in the at-
mosphere. Due to their molecular structure, greenhouse gases absorb and re-emit thermal radiation
and consequently heat up the Earth’s atmosphere. The atmosphere is relatively transparent to the
incoming shortwave radiation it receives from the Sun. Thus, the Earth’s surface is warmed and
re-radiates this energy as far infrared longwave thermal radiation. Most of this outgoing radiation
is absorbed by the Earth’s atmosphere, which is then re-radiated in the upward and downward
directions. The downward radiated energy causes heating and hence creates the greenhouse effect.
Trace constituents, such as methane, nitrous oxide, carbon monoxide, and chlorofluorocarbons also
contribute to the greenhouse effect despite their significant lower concentrations. The absorption
bands of these trace gases occupy regions of the spectrum that would otherwise be transparent to
outgoing terrestrial radiation. A small increase in the concentration of such trace gases will have
a substantially more noticeable impact on the greenhouse effect than an equivalent increase in the
concentration of carbon dioxide (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006).
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Table 2.1: Fractional concentrations by volume of gaseous constituents within the
Earth’s atmosphere up to an altitude of 100 km with respect to dry air; recreated from
Wallace and Hobbs (2006).
Constituent 1 Molecular Weight Fractional Concentration by Volume
Nitrogen (N2) 28.013 78.08%
Oxygen (O2) 32.000 20.95%
Argon (Ag) 39.95 0.93%
Water Vapour (H2O) 18.02 0 to 5%
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 44.01 380 ppm
Neon (Ne) 20.18 18 ppm
Helium (He) 4.00 5 ppm
Methane (CH4) 16.04 1.75 ppm
Krypton (Kr) 83.80 1 ppm
Hydrogen (H2) 2.02 0.5 ppm
Nitrous Oxide (N2O) 56.03 0.3 pmm
Ozone (03) 48.00 0 to 0.1 ppm
1 Greenhouse gases are indicated by bold-faced type.
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The presence of aerosols, which are loosely defined as any solid or liquid particle suspended in
the atmosphere, within the UTLS region has significant impact on radiative processes. Examples
of aerosol particles include soot, minerals, oceanic particles, volcanic dust, smoke from forest fires,
and desert sand (Liou, 2002). Aerosols affect the UTLS both in a direct and an indirect manner.
Directly, the effects on the radiative balance of the atmosphere are twofold. Aerosols scatter visible
radiation and thereby increase the planetary albedo, a ratio of scattered sunlight to incoming
sunlight, and cool the Earth. In addition, aerosols effectively scatter thermally emitted infrared
radiation from the Earth’s surface which, through the greenhouse effect, contribute to the planet’s
warming. This effect, however, is dependent on the size distribution of the aerosol itself. Indirectly,
aerosols affect the chemistry of the atmosphere by seeding cloud formation which, in the case of
polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs), enables chemical reactions producing chlorine, a catalyst in ozone
destruction (Le Treut et al., 1998).
The composition and shapes of cloud particles depend greatly on altitude, temperature, relative
humidity, and whether they have undergone collision or coalescence processes (Liou, 2002). At low
altitudes where cloud base heights are around 2 km in altitude, stratus and cumulous clouds are
typically composed of spherical water droplets ranging between 1 and 20µm is size. At middle
altitudes, altostratus and altocumulous clouds have varied composition and particle shapes with al-
titude. Particles are sometimes liquid and spherical at the base of the cloud and gradually transform
into supercooled water droplets as altitude increases and temperature decreases, which eventually
leads to ice particles at the cloud top. Irregularly shaped ice crystals are the most common type
of aerosol in the UTLS, and at this altitude, they collectively form cirrus clouds. Cirrus clouds
typically occur near the tropopause altitude, but are sometimes observed as low as 4 km (Liou,
1986). In general, particles at the top of high altitude clouds are small and take the form of refined
columns or plates. Near the bottom of these clouds, particle shapes become more complex and
irregular taking the form of bullet rosettes and aggregates resulting from particle collisions and
coalescence processes due to vertical mixing and gravitational pulling (Liou, 2002).
At lower altitudes, clouds formed from water droplets, like typical cumulus clouds, are generally
optically thick and behave like blackbodies in the thermal infrared region. These clouds contribute
to the albedo effect and cool the atmosphere. On a global basis, the solar albedo effect decreases
the radiation balance by 56 Wm−2 and the infrared greenhouse effect increases it by 40 Wm−2 for
a net cooling of 16 Wm−2 (Herman et al., 1980). In support of Herman et al. (1980), Hartmann
and Short (1980) and Ohring and Clapp (1980) show the albedo effect dominates at the top of the
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atmosphere where an increase in the fractional cloud coverage will cool the Earth.
Cirrus clouds, which are optically thin, are formed from large non-spherical ice crystals in low
concentration and are non-black in the thermal infrared region (Liou, 1986). These high altitude
clouds contribute to the greenhouse effect because of the location of their occurrence, low reflectivity
to incoming solar radiation, and low optical thickness (Manabe and Strickler , 1964).
The current understanding of clouds within the climate and weather systems still has uncer-
tainty. It is generally understood the greenhouse effect leading to a net warming of the atmosphere
dominates (Wang et al., 1996; Sassen et al., 2009), but the local radiative budget is subject to
the Earth-atmosphere conditions in regions where clouds exist and on the geometric and physical
compositions of the clouds (Liou, 1986).
2.2 Measurements of Tropopause Level Clouds
2.2.1 Motivation: Cirrus Clouds
Clouds have a profound influence on climate (Chahine, 1992; Liou, 1992; Hobbs, 1993). A compre-
hensive description of clouds requires information on their physical location and distribution, size,
lifetime, occurrence frequency, and optical properties like particle size distribution, composition,
shape, and refractive index (Wang et al., 1996).
As Sassen et al. (1989) explain, cloud visibility, which is based on physiological perception of
colour and contrast, depends on various factors like the viewing geometry of the instrument, the
relative levels of target and background illumination, and the dependence of the scattering phase
function on scattering angle for cloud particles. Using a ground-based zenith-pointing lidar system,
Sassen and Cho (1992) group clouds into three categories based on the cloud’s optical thickness, τ ,
which is described in Section 2.6.2. Daytime measurements consist of subvisual clouds (τ < 0.03),
threshold visible (τ ≈ 0.03), and thin cirrus (τ > 0.03). Wang et al. (1996) use occultation
measurements of clouds and broaden these classifications into two categories: subvisual (τ ≤ 0.03)
and opaque (τ > 0.03) clouds.
Compared to convective clouds, cirrus clouds are more commonly found in the TTL (Dessler and
Yang , 2003) as they sometimes result from extensive convective anvil remnants once the cumulus
cloud has dispersed (Liou, 1986; Dessler and Yang , 2003; Sassen et al., 2008). The anvils are
associated with the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (Mace et al., 2006; Sassen et al., 2008)
and convective monsoonal cycles. As Ludlam (1948) and Heymsfield (1993) describe, subvisual
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cirrus clouds can be formed in situ from rising moist air masses. A parcel of air containing water
vapour may be lifted by convective motions to a higher altitude. The lower temperature at this
elevated altitude cools the air mass and causes the water vapour to solidify into ice crystals, which
forms cirrus clouds. Latent heat resulting from the ice crystal growth warms the localized parcel
of air, which then carries the cloud further to a higher altitude. In situ formation of cirrus clouds
causes the shapes and structures to vary (Pfister et al., 2001).
Cirrus clouds residing at high altitudes near the tropopause and their effects on the atmosphere
are poorly understood. At any given time, cirrus clouds cover a minimum of 40% (Liou, 1986; Wang
et al., 1996) to 60% (Wylie et al., 2005) of the globe. Cirrus clouds act as regulators of the Earth’s
radiative balance despite their thin characteristics (Liou, 1986; Liou et al., 2002). They assume a
role in STE (Corti et al., 2006) and in the regulation of water vapour in the UTLS (Dessler and
Minschwaner , 2007; Dessler , 2009) but the intricate manner and extent in which they are involved
remain unsolved.
In this work, obtaining measurements of the occurrence frequency and distribution of high-
altitude clouds is explored. Subvisual cirrus clouds are invisible to the naked eye when viewed from
the ground and have low optical thickness relative to some threshold value suitable for visible clouds
(Sassen et al., 1989). Standard observation techniques, like remote nadir sounding and ground-based
zenith lidar systems, have difficulty viewing subvisual cirrus clouds particularly because they are
thin in nature and often show little contrast relative to their background. Subvisual clouds are more
easily detected with alternative viewing geometries from satellites, such as that employed for the
limb scattering technique.
2.2.2 Limb Scattering Technique
Although it is difficult to physically access parts of the atmosphere and space, scientists and en-
gineers use a number of instruments to measure and observe phenomena. Prior to the 1960’s,
balloons, probes, and ground stations were often used to sample the atmosphere. The technique
of atmospheric spectroscopy, which entails the study of the interaction between solar radiation and
the atmosphere for a range of wavelengths, is used to identify the makeup of the atmosphere. Since
then, aeronomy has grown considerably, especially in the 1960’s with the launch of artificial satel-
lites and the development of new techniques for space observations. Today, while older techniques
are still being used, the combination of spectroscopy with a satellite remote sensing technique is an
efficient way to obtain atmospheric signatures providing quantitative information on a global basis.
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The solar or stellar occultation remote sensing technique uses the concept of measuring the
attenuation of light emitted from a sun or a star from space as it passes through the atmosphere of
a planet under investigation. Sunlight, which is composed of a range of wavelengths and energies,
penetrates the atmosphere which behaves like a filter. Certain wavelengths of the solar radiation
are absorbed and scattered and the resulting signature provides information about the composition
of the planet’s atmosphere.
Alternatively, some satellites use the limb scattering remote sensing technique where, instead of
observing a sun or a star directly, the sunlit limb is observed. The limb scattering viewing geometry
is similar to that of the occultation technique, however rather than looking toward the sun, the
line of sight is directed through the atmosphere in order to measure scattered sunlight. That is,
the line of sight is pointed at a tangent altitude within the atmospheric limb. The concept is that
the solar spectrum is imprinted with the signatures of atmospheric composition as it is scattered
by molecules and particles along its path through the atmosphere. Vertical profiles are typically
obtained in one of two ways: a singular line of sight is scanned through successive tangent altitudes,
or multiple lines of sight are imaged concurrently (Bourassa, 2007).
There are two major assets to the limb scattering technique. Limb scattering provides high
vertical resolution, similar to the occultation technique, and good global coverage, much like nadir
sounding. Conversely, limb scattering is also subject to limitations. Along any infinitesimal layer
of the atmosphere, inversion techniques assume the atmosphere is uniform in homogeneous layers
along the line of sight. Fast sampling both vertically and along the satellite track and a tomographic
retrieval are required to resolve high resolution features (Degenstein et al., 2003, 2004). Also, because
multiple scattering complicates the interpretation of the measurements, detailed spherical radiative
transfer is required (Bourassa, 2007).
The geometry of the limb scattering technique is shown in Figure 2.4 (Bourassa, 2007). The
smallest altitude distance between the Earth’s surface and the line of sight is defined as the tangent
altitude. Latitude and longitude coordinates directly below the tangent point are used to locate
the measurement. The solar geometry is also defined at the tangent point. The tangent point
solar zenith angle, θ, is defined as the angle between the zenith direction and the direction pointing
toward the Sun. The tangent point solar azimuth angle, φ, is defined as the angle between the
line of sight and the horizontal projection of the solar direction. Finally, the tangent point solar
scattering angle, Θ, which can be derived from the other two solar angles, is defined as the angle
between the line of sight and the solar direction. It is understood that the vector defining the line
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Figure 2.4: Limb scattering geometry; adapted from Bourassa (2007).
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Figure 2.5: The limb scattering technique is based on observing light which has been scat-
tered multiple times and/or from the ground; adapted from Bourassa (2007).
of sight is directed away from the satellite.
Figure 2.5 shows how sunlight is scattered into the line of sight of a limb-viewing satellite.
Sunlight may be scattered once or multiple times before being scattered into the line of sight, and
light can be scattered from any type of atmospheric particle as well as from the surface of the Earth.
2.3 OSIRIS on Odin
The Optical Spectrograph and Infra-Red Imaging System (OSIRIS) (Llewellyn et al., 2004), a
Canadian instrument onboard the Swedish Odin satellite (Murtagh et al., 2002), was designed
to measure vertical profiles of atmospheric limb radiance of scattered sunlight from the upper
troposphere to the lower mesosphere.
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2.3.1 Odin
Odin was launched 20 February 2001 into a circular polar orbit about the Earth at an altitude of
approximately 600 km with a period of 96 minutes. The satellite follows a sun-synchronous orbit;
the plane of orbit is always perpendicular to the Sun, meaning the plane rotates approximately
1° every day. The orbital inclination of 98° from the equator provides near-global coverage as the
corresponding sampled latitude range for nominal on-track instrument pointing is from 82°S to
82°N.
The satellite track is always close to the solar terminator implying a dawn/dusk orbit. Odin’s
track closely follows the local dusk terminator on the ascending track. The local time during the
ascending node, namely the northward equatorial crossing, is near 1800 h. The satellite’s track
follows the local dawn terminator on the descending track and the local time during the descending
node, that is during the southward equatorial crossing, is near 0600 h. The satellite’s track quickly
passes through midday at high northern latitudes and through midnight at high southern latitudes.
The entire atmosphere at the tangent point is illuminated when the solar zenith angle is less
than 90°. During the months of May till mid-August, the northern hemisphere is illuminated by
the Sun and during the months of November till January the southern hemisphere is illuminated.
During the months of February and October, the satellite track is closely aligned with the solar
terminator; the solar zenith angle is near 90° at all latitudes, so the Sun is nearly perpendicular to
the orbit plane and both hemispheres are largely illuminated (Murtagh et al., 2002).
2.3.2 OSIRIS
OSIRIS, which has been in standard operation since November 2001, is composed of two optical
modules: the optical spectrograph (OS) and the infrared imager (IRI). The OS consists of an optical
grating and a CCD detector and measures atmospheric limb radiance between 280 and 810 nm with
spectral resolution of approximately 1 nm to infer information of the vertical profiles of ozone,
nitrogen dioxide, and stratospheric aerosol. There is a gap in the spectrum between 475 and 532 nm
due to the order sorter, a transition in optical material to filter high order light diffracted from the
grating (Llewellyn et al., 2004). The OS has a single line of sight and vertical profiles from roughly
7 to 110 km in altitude are obtained by nodding the entire spacecraft; this facilitates obtaining
observations over a range of tangent altitudes (Murtagh et al., 2002). The OS has a 1 km vertical
and approximately 40 km horizontal field of view at the tangent point. Successive measurements are
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separated by roughly 2 km tangent altitude. It takes nearly 1.5 minutes to complete a full vertical
scan; thus there are about 60 scans per orbit.
The IRI is comprised of three infrared co-aligned single lens interference filter imagers, which
observe the limb radiance in one dimension. The imagers operate at 1.263, 1.273, and 1.530µm
where the first two imagers measure molecular oxygen infrared atmospheric band emission while the
third imager observes both Rayleigh- and aerosol-scattered sunlight and the OH Meinel vibration-
rotation band airglow (Llewellyn et al., 2004). The IRI data is not used in this work.
2.4 Scattered Sunlight
The majority of the light we see does not come directly from its source. Rather, our eyes view light
that has undergone a process called scattering. Objects are visible because of the light they scatter.
The Earth’s surface, the atmosphere, and clouds also scatter light. Many phenomena occurring
in the sky, such as rainbows, haloes, coronas, white clouds, and the blue nature of the sky, result
from the scattering of sunlight (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006; Liou, 2002). As Liou (2002) explains,
“scattering is a fundamental physical process where light interacts with matter.” The physical
process of scattering occurs when the light’s energy is absorbed and is re-directed or radiated in
another direction. Thus, the scattering object is like a localized point source of scattered energy
(Liou, 2002).
Consider the schematic shown in Figure 2.6. Light incident on a particle at position A is scattered
in all directions where the light scattered in the d direction has undergone first order scattering.
Some of the remaining scattered light is directed toward the particle at position B, which also
scatters light in all directions. The light scattered in the d direction from the particle at position B
has undergone second order scattering. Third order scattering occurs when light scattered from the
particle at position B toward the particle at position C is further scattered into the d direction from
the particle at position C. Light scattered more than once is called multiple scattering, a process
deeply involved with the transfer of radiant energy in the atmosphere particularly at ultraviolet to
visible wavelengths (Liou, 2002).
There are many particles with a wide variety of shapes and sizes in the atmosphere. For example,
there are gas molecules as small as 10−4 µm, aerosols between 0.1 and 1 µm in size, cloud particles
1 to 50µm in diameter, ice crystals between 10 and 100µm in size, water droplets 0.1 to 3 mm
in diameter, and hailstones on the order of 1 cm (Petty , 2004). The size of the scattering object,
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Figure 2.6: Schematic showing multiple scattering events with first (A), second (B), and
third (C) order scattering in the d direction; adapted from Liou (2002).
in particular, is important. When the particle size is very small compared to the wavelength, the
particle is a poor scatterer (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006; Petty , 2004). When the particle is much
larger than the wavelength, the laws of refraction, reflection, and absorption can be used and the
techniques of ray-tracing and geometric optics apply (Petty , 2004).
Most atmospheric particles fall between these two extremes. Rayleigh scattering, the scattering
of particles much smaller than the wavelength, characterizes molecular scattering; Mie scattering,
the scattering from spherical particles of size comparable to the wavelength, characterizes aerosol
scattering; and cloud particle scattering, the scattering of light from irregularly shaped particles
such as cloud particles, cover most atmospheric particles and will be described in some detail below.
2.4.1 Key Properties
The appropriate scattering regime and the directionality of the scattering depend greatly on the
properties of the scattering object: size, shape, and refractive index (Petty , 2004). Small particles
relative to the incoming wavelength are likely to scatter equally in the forward and backward direc-
tions. As the particle size increases in comparison to the wavelength, forward scattering becomes
predominant. Further, as the particle shape deviates from that of a perfect sphere, the scattering
features and directionality become increasingly complex.
The scattering regime is selected in accordance to the size parameter, x, which is a ratio between
the radius of the particle, a, and the wavelength, λ,
x ≡ 2pia
λ
. (2.18)
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The size parameter is used to characterize the significance of scattering. When x 1, the Rayleigh
scattering regime applies; when 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 50, the Mie scattering regime applies; and when x > 50,
scattering by cloud particles and geometric optics occur (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006; Liou, 2002).
The shapes of particles can vary greatly. Smaller particles are typically approximated as spheres,
but as the size of the particles increases, their shapes typically become more complex. Aerosols,
such as ice crystals, snowflakes, soot, and dust have highly irregular shapes (Petty , 2004). About
75% of particles within cirrus clouds are columns and bullet rosettes while the remaining 25%
are plates and range in size between 100 to 1000µm (Liou, 1986). The shapes of ice crystals are
highly dependent on temperature, relative humidity, and whether they evolve through collision or
coagulation processes (Liou, 2002).
The relative refractive index, m, is a ratio between the complex indices of refraction of the
particle and of the surrounding medium, N1 and N2 respectively,
m =
N2
N1
. (2.19)
To generalize, the real part describes the phase speed of the propagating wave within the material
and the imaginary part describes absorption. Typically, N1 is set to one for particles suspended in
air so that m ≈ N2. The refractive index of the particle is a function of wavelength and depends
on the composition of the particle itself (Petty , 2004).
2.4.2 Scattering Regimes
Rayleigh Scattering
In 1871, Lord Rayleigh explored the scattering of solar radiation from air in terms of molecular oscil-
lators. Consider a small homogenous, isotropic, spherical particle with radius a. The dimensionless
size parameter, x = 2piaλ , characterizes the ratio between the molecular radius and the incident
wavelength, λ. The Rayleigh scattering regime is when x  1 (Wallace and Hobbs, 2006; Liou,
2002) where the radius is so small that the particle can be approximated as a sphere. When an elec-
tromagnetic wave is incident on the particle, the homogeneous electric field, ~E0, called the applied
field, creates a small electric dipole within the particle. Positive charges are slightly displaced in the
direction of the electric field vector while negative charges are displaced in the direction opposite
to the electric field vector. The electric field of the particle, which is caused by the electric dipole,
interacts with the applied electric field inside and near the particle. The total field, ~E, is then a
combination of the applied and the particle’s fields and has units charge per area. This electric
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dipole induces a dipole moment, ~p0, with units charge times length. The dipole moment of a small
spherical particle is proportional to the strength of the applied electric field,
~p0 = ν~E0, (2.20)
where ν is the polarizability and has dimensions of volume. The polarizability depends on the
composition and size of the particle and on the frequency of the incident wave. Typically, ν is a 3x3
tensor when ~p0 and ~E0 are not aligned. However, for spherical particles composed of electrically
isotropic constituents, such as water, the vectors ~p0 and ~E0 coincide, which reduces ν to a scalar
(Liou, 2002; Petty , 2004).
The strength and orientation of the induced oscillating electric dipole vary with the incident
electric field. In response, the orienting dipole generates its own plane-polarized electromagnetic
wave, called the scattered wave, which propagates at the speed of light. The scattering process is
elastic where the incident and scattered wavelengths are identical. Petty (2004) outlines five key
points regarding the incident and scattered electromagnetic waves:
1. The electric field vector is perpendicular to the propagation direction, Ωˆ.
2. The induced dipole moment, ~p0, is also perpendicular to the propagation direction, Ωˆ, pro-
vided the vectors ~p0 and ~E0 coincide and ν is a scalar.
3. The electric field vector of the scattered wave, ~Escat, is in the plane containing the scattered
electric dipole moment, ~p, and the scattered direction, Ωˆ′.
4. The strength of the electric field at the observation point is proportional to sin γ, where γ is
the angle between the scattered dipole moment, ~p, and the direction of observation. When
referring to the perpendicular and parallel components, γ⊥ and γ‖ are used, respectively.
5. An oscillating dipole induces a vibrating electric field where its amplitude is proportional
to the square of the frequency of vibration. That is, the power radiated by the dipole is
proportional to the acceleration of the electric charge in the dipole.
Using these five points and referring to the classical electromagnetic solution given by Hertz (1889),
the scattered electric field, ~Escat, is proportional to the acceleration of the scattered dipole moment,
~p, and to sin γ and is inversely proportional to the distance between the dipole and the observation
point, r,
~Escat =
1
c2
1
r
δ2~p
δt2
sin γ, (2.21)
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Figure 2.7: Scattering by a dipole. The scattering plane is defined by the directions of
the incident and scattering waves and the electric field vectors can be separated into two
orthogonal components such as the perpendicular, ⊥, and parallel, ‖, components to the
scattering plane. γ⊥ = pi2 and Θ is the scattering angle; adapted from Liou (2002).
where c is the speed of light (Liou, 2002). In an oscillating periodic field, the scattered dipole
moment, ~p, is expressed in terms of the induced dipole moment, ~p0,
~p = ~p0e
−ik(r−ct), (2.22)
where k = ωc is the wavenumber in terms of the angular frequency, ω, and the exponential component
takes the oscillating effect from the electric field into account. Using Equations 2.20 and 2.22,
Equation 2.21 becomes,
~Escat = −~E0 e
−ik(r−ct)
r
k2ν sin γ, (2.23)
(Liou, 2002).
Referring to Figure 2.7, the scattering plane is defined by the directions of the incident and
scattered waves and the electric vectors can be separated into two orthogonal components such that
the perpendicular, E⊥, and parallel, E‖, components to the scattering plane are,
E⊥ = −E0⊥ e
−ik(r−ct)
r
k2ν sin γ⊥, (2.24)
E‖ = −E0‖
e−ik(r−ct)
r
k2ν sin γ‖, (2.25)
which hold for scattering by spherical, isotropic, homogeneous particles. Here, Θ is the angle
between the incident and scattered waves, called the scattering angle, and γ⊥ = pi2 and γ‖ =
pi
2 −Θ.
Since the scattered dipole moment is always perpendicular to the r direction in the scattering plane,
γ⊥ will always equal pi2 . Therefore, in matrix notation,E⊥
E‖
 = −e−ik(r−ct)
r
k2ν
1 0
0 cos Θ
E0⊥
E0‖
 , (2.26)
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(Liou, 2002).
The power per unit area, otherwise known as the intensity, I, is proportional to the square of
the electric field amplitude,
I ∝ |E|2. (2.27)
Therefore, from Equations 2.24 and 2.25, the polarized intensities of the perpendicular, I⊥, and
parallel, I‖, components are,
I⊥ = I0⊥k
4ν2
r2
, (2.28)
I‖ = I0‖
k4ν2 cos2 Θ
r2
. (2.29)
The total scattered intensity, I, is the summation of the orthogonal components,
I = I⊥ + I‖ = (I0⊥ + I0‖ cos2 Θ)
k4ν2
r2
. (2.30)
For sunlight, which is unpolarized, I0⊥ = I0‖ = I02 , so the total scattered intensity of unpolarized
sunlight scattered by molecules yields,
I = I0
r2
ν2
(
2pi
λ
)4 1 + cos2 Θ
2
, (2.31)
recalling that k = 2piλ . Equation 2.31 is the formula describing Rayleigh scattering of sunlight by
molecules and was first derived by Rayleigh himself. Notice how the intensity of the unpolarized
light is proportional to the intensity of the incident light, I0, and is inversely proportional to the
distance between the scattering point and the observation point, r. Also, since k = 2piλ =
ω
c , the
intensity of the scattered light is proportional to the fourth power of the frequency of the incident
radiation and the expression for the scattering efficiency is proportional to λ−4, indicating a strong
wavelength dependence. As a ray of sunlight penetrates the atmosphere, violet and blue light,
which have relatively short wavelengths, are strongly scattered laterally out of the beam compared
to orange and red light, which explains the blue nature of the sky (Liou, 2002).
Scattering Phase Function
Referring to Equation 2.28, the scattering intensity is isotropic and independent of the scattering
angle, Θ, in the scattering plane for vertically (⊥) polarized incident light. However, Equation
2.29 shows that the scattering intensity for horizontally (‖) polarized incident light is a function
of cos2 Θ. For unpolarized light, the scattering intensity depends on (1 + cos2 Θ). For Rayleigh
scattering, the scattering intensity is maximized in the forward and backward directions, that is for
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Θ = 0 and Θ = pi respectively, and is minimized in the side directions when Θ = pi2 and Θ =
3pi
2 .
The scattering pattern is symmetrical in three-dimensional space due to the spherical symmetry of
the particle (Liou, 2002).
To properly characterize the scattering pattern as a function of scattering angle, Θ, it is common
to define a phase function, P (cos Θ), which is non-dimensional and its integral over all angles is
normalized to unity,
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
P (cos Θ)
4pi
sin Θ dΘ dφ = 1. (2.32)
In broad terms, the phase function describes the amount of scattering along a direction and is
dependent on the characteristics of the scattering object. For Rayleigh scattering of unpolarized
light, the phase function is,
P (cos Θ) =
3
4
(1 + cos2 Θ). (2.33)
The intensity of the scattered light in Equation 2.31 can be expressed in terms of the phase function
from Equation 2.33,
I(cos Θ) = I0
r2
ν2
128pi5
3λ4
P (cos Θ)
4pi
. (2.34)
By this equation, the scattering intensity is directly proportional to the scattering phase function
(Liou, 2002).
Mie Scattering
When the wavelength, λ, of the incident plane electromagnetic wave approaches the radius of
the spherical particle, a, the Rayleigh solution no longer applies. In 1908, Gustav Mie published
the solution describing scattering from a dielectric sphere with comparable size to the incoming
wavelength, that is for 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 50 where x = 2piaλ . The refractive index, m, of the scattering
particle may not necessarily be purely real as it it for Rayleigh scattering, which is key to the Mie
scattering regime. A non-zero imaginary component of the refractive index implies absorption of
radiation by the particle, so the Mie regime accounts for both scattering and absorption of the
incident ray.
Using Maxwell’s equations, the vector wave equation is derived in spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ),
~∇2 ~A + k2m2 ~A = 0, (2.35)
where ~A is either the electric, ~E, or magnetic, ~H, field vector, and k = 2piλ is the wavenumber.
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Solutions are obtained using ϕ, which satisfies the scalar wave equation,
∇2ϕ+ k2m2ϕ = 0, (2.36)
and consist of orthogonal combinations of the electric and magnetic field vectors. The scalar wave
equation is written in spherical coordinates such that ϕ is a separable differential equation,
ϕ(r, θ, φ) = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ). (2.37)
The incident plane wave is expanded in terms of spherical harmonics and the boundary conditions
are applied to assure the total transverse component of the electromagnetic field is continuous at
the surface of the dielectric sphere. The result is an analytical solution which comprises an infinite
series of orthogonal basis functions such as trigonometric functions to account for the φ dependence,
spherical Bessel functions for the r dependence, and associated Legendre polynomials for the cos Θ
dependence (Petty , 2004). The far-field solution, that is when observing at a distance much greater
than the radius of the particle, gives the extinction and scattering efficiencies, Q(a) and Qscat(a)
respectively, as well as the scattering phase function, P (cos Θ), all of which are functions of the
particle radius, a, The efficiencies are,
Q(a) =
2
(ka)2
∞∑
n=1
(2n+ 1)<(An +Bn), (2.38)
Qscat(a) =
2
(ka)2
∞∑
n=1
(2n+ 1)(|An|2 + |Bn|2), (2.39)
where An and Bn are the coefficients of the scattering wave in terms of the normalized half-integral-
order Bessel functions, ψn(ka), and Hankel functions, ξn(ka),
An =
ψ′n(mka)ψn(ka)−mψn(mka)ψ′n(ka)
ψ′n(mka)ξn(ka)−mψn(mka)ξ′n(ka)
, (2.40)
Bn =
mψ′n(mka)ψn(ka)− ψn(mka)ψ′n(ka)
mψ′n(mka)ξn(ka)− ψn(mka)ξ′n(ka)
, (2.41)
and m is the index of refraction. The expression for the scattering efficiency is an infinite series
that converges slowly and exhibits a damped oscillatory behaviour. The scattering phase function
is derived analytically in a similar manner.
The cross sectional area, σ(a), of the particle is obtained from the efficiencies,
σ(a) = pia2Q(a), (2.42)
σscat(a) = pia
2Qscat(a) (2.43)
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where σscat(a) is the scattering cross section. Due to the conservation of energy, the absorption
cross section, σabs(a), and efficiency, Qabs(a), are determined,
σabs(a) = σ(a)− σscat(a), (2.44)
Qabs(a) = Q(a)−Qscat(a). (2.45)
In the Mie scattering regime, scattering depends weakly on wavelength and light is strongly
forward scattered compared to Rayleigh scattering.
Scattering by Cloud Particles
Particles with a large size parameter, namely for x > 50, are subjected to cloud particle scatter-
ing. In this work, cloud particle scattering applies to very large irregularly shaped ice crystals,
which, due to their large size, cannot be approximated as spheres. Because Mie scattering applies
to spherical particles alone, a more accurate regime needs to be implemented to properly charac-
terize the scattering process. A numerical method for computing non-spherical scattering must be
based on solving Maxwell’s equations with boundary conditions describing the optical properties
of the scattering particle. Out of necessity, several methods have been developed over the last
couple of decades to further the advancement of various fields such as remote sensing, astrophysics,
engineering, medicine, and biophysics.
The T-matrix approach developed by Waterman (1971) is a contemporary method that uses
a transformation matrix to linearly relate the scattered and incident field coefficients. Beginning
with a plane electromagnetic wave incident on a non-spherical particle, the incident and scattered
fields are described in terms of vector spherical functions, which involve spherical Hankel and Bessel
functions, and expansion coefficients of the vector spherical basis functions of the incident, ~a and
~b, and scattered, ~p and ~q, waves. Due to the linearity of Maxwell’s equations and the boundary
conditions, the expansion coefficients of the incoming and scattered waves are linearly related and
form the T-matrix known as the transformation matrix, ~T. In matrix notation,~p
~q
 = ~T
~a
~b
 =
~T11 ~T12
~T21 ~T22
~a
~b
 , (2.46)
The elements in the T-matrix depends solely on the physical and geometric properties of the scatter-
ing particle; they are described by the shape, size parameter, and refractive index of the irregularly
shaped particle as well as its orientation with respect to the defined coordinate system. As the
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Fig. 4.13 Scattering efficiency K as a function of size
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Fig. 4.14 Photograph of the Great Wall of China, taken just
after sunrise.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic showing the angular distribution of scattered intensity from spherical
aerosols by visible light of wavelength 0.5µm for (a) Rayleigh (10−4 µm), (b) Mie (0.1µm),
and (c) cloud particle (10µm) scattering regimes; adapted from Liou (2002).
elements of the T-matrix are independent of the incident and scattered wave, the matrix need be
computed once and can then be reused in further calculations for light incident and scattered in
different directions (Mishchenko et al., 1996).
Scattering Regime Comparison
Figure 2.8 illustrates three aerosol scattering regimes: Rayleigh scattering with a = 10−4 µm, Mie
scattering with a = 0.1µm, and cloud particle scattering with a = 10µm, where a is the particle
radius. The forward scattering pattern for the 10µm aerosol is extremely large and is scaled for
presentation (Liou, 2002). Figure 2.9 shows how the phase function varies with scattering angle for
Rayleigh, Mie, and cloud particle scattering for two wavelengths, namely 532 and 800 nm. Rayleigh
scattering is nearly isotropic for all scattering angles while Mie and cloud particle scattering are
predominantly forward scattering, as described above.
The range of OSIRIS solar sca tering angle, Θ, is somewhat limited by the polar inclination
of the orbit. For our analysis which focuses on tropical latitudes, the OSIRIS scattering angle is
typically near 60° for measurements made on the ascending track and near 120° for measurements
made on the descending track. These angles are noted in Figure 2.9 (Bourassa et al., 2007).
2.5 Absorption
Light does not solely experience scattering but also undergo s absorption, a process where the
radiative energy is transferred to the particle. Physical objects are visible due to the light they
scatter but also in part to the light they absorb. For example, a rose is red because it absorbs
light at green and blue wavelengths and scatters light near red wavelengths. Atmospheric particles
absorb varying amounts of radiation at different wavelengths and the particle’s absorption ability
is largely dependent on its absorption cross section, σabs.
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Figure 2.9: Phase function versus scattering angle for Rayleigh, Mie, and cloud particle
scattering.
The absorption cross section is often considered as the absorption probability. The absorption
of radiation in ice particles, such as those in cirrus clouds, can be neglected because the absorption
cross section is very small compared to the scattering cross section at the wavelengths of interest.
2.6 Radiative Transfer and the Atmosphere
2.6.1 Irradiance and Radiance
Monochromatic irradiance, F , otherwise termed the radiant flux density, is defined as the energy,
dE, emitted from a surface perpendicular to the direction nˆ per unit area, dA, per unit time, dt,
per wavelength, dλ. Thus, the monochromatic irradiance at position ~r having energy E = Nhc/λ,
where N is the number of photons, h is Plank’s constant, and c is the speed of light, is,
F (~r, nˆ) =
dE(~r)
dA dt dλ
. (2.47)
Monochromatic radiance, I, or spectral intensity, is a portion of the irradiance observed when
looking at an emitting surface area in the direction Ωˆ over a small solid angle dΩ. The differential
area on the emitting surface decreases by a factor of cos Θ when viewed at an angle Θ to the surface
normal, nˆ. Thus, radiance is defined as the energy, dE, incident on a surface normal to the direction
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Figure 2.10: Schematic illustrating the difference between irradiance and radiance.
considered, per unit area, dA, per unit time, dt, per wavelength, dλ, per unit solid angle, dΩ,
I(~r, Ωˆ) =
dE
dA cos Θ dt dλ dΩ
. (2.48)
Visualize a surface area that is perpendicular to the direction nˆ, as shown in Figure 2.10. All
the radiation passing through the surface is the irradiance, F . Consider observing the surface in
a direction Ωˆ at some position. The radiance, I, consists of all the radiation passing through the
surface as seen through the cone dΩ. The scattering angle, Θ, is the angle between the direction of
the surface normal, nˆ, and the negative of the viewing direction, Ωˆ.
2.6.2 Beer-Lambert Law and the Radiative Transfer Equation
Consider an infinitesimal cubic volume of length ds containing scattering and absorbing particles.
As monochromatic radiation passes through the volume the probability of interaction, described by
the particle’s cross section, σ(s), dictates how the light is scattered and absorbed by the particles
and can be described by the Beer-Lambert Law. It states that the radiance loss, dI, as the light
travels through the volume along the propagation path, s, is also a function of the particle’s cross
section and the number density, n(s), of the particles,
dI(s) = −I(s)n(s)σ(s)ds. (2.49)
If there is more than one species in the volume, each contributing to the absorption and scattering
of the incident radiation, the change in radiation is written as a summation over all species, i, as,
dI(s)
ds
= −I(s)
∑
i
ni(s)σi(s), (2.50)
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where the summation over all species is known as the extinction,
κ(s) =
∑
i
ni(s)σi(s). (2.51)
The extinction, which is per unit length, can be decomposed into components contributing to
absorption and to scattering,
κ(s) = κabs(s) + κscat(s),
=
∑
i
(nabsi(s)σabsi(s)) +
∑
i
(nscati(s)σscati(s)).
(2.52)
Equation 2.50 can be rearranged and integrated from s to the reference point to give,
I(0)∫
I(s)
dI(s)
I(s)
= −
0∫
s
κ(s′)ds′. (2.53)
The unit-less expression in the right-hand integral is defined as the differential optical depth, dτ ,
which, for a homogenous layer of thickness l, describes the fraction of the radiation attenuated by
the layer. Thus, for an incremental path length ds, the radiation is attenuated by,
dτ(s) = −κ(s)ds = −n(s)σ(s)ds. (2.54)
Typically, the optical depth is measured positive in the direction from the reference point, which is
define here as s = 0, to the position s, therefore removing the negative sign. When Equation 2.54
is substituted into Equation 2.53, the solution is,
I(0)∫
I(s)
dI(s)
I(s)
=
τ(0)∫
τ(s)
dτ(s′),
ln
I(0)
I(s)
= τ(0)− τ(s),
(2.55)
∴ I(0) = I(s)e−τ(s). (2.56)
Equation 2.56 describes the absorption and scattering of radiation out of the propagation di-
rection by extinction of the incident beam. However, radiation incident from other directions can
also be scattered into the propagation direction, Ωˆ, and so increase the radiance. The radiative
transfer equation accounts for all positive and negative changes in radiation along the propagation
path. A source term, J(s), is added into Equation 2.50 to account for the radiation scattered into
the propagation direction,
dI(s)
ds
= κ(s)(−I(s) + J(s)). (2.57)
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The solution yields the integral form of the radiative transfer equation,
I(0) = I(s)e−τ(s) +
0∫
s
κ(s′)J(s′)e−τ(s
′)ds′. (2.58)
2.6.3 Scattering in an Optically Thin Atmosphere
In the case of a single scattering event of a solar photon in the atmosphere, such as the first order
scattering shown in Figure 2.6, the source term, J1(s, Ωˆ), is,
J1(s, Ωˆ) =
κscat(s)
κ(s)
F0(Ωˆ0)e
−τ(sun,s)P¯ (s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0), (2.59)
where κscat(s) is the scattering extinction, F0(Ωˆ0) is the solar irradiance, τ(sun, s) is the optical
depth from the Sun to the scattering point, and P¯ (s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0) is the effective phase function for
scattering from the solar direction, Ωˆ0, into the Ωˆ direction and has units per steradian. The
radiative transfer equation considering only a single scatter in the atmosphere is,
I1(~r0, Ωˆ) = I1(s1, Ωˆ)e
−τ(s1,0) +
0∫
s1
κ(s)J1(s, Ωˆ)e
−τ(s,0)ds, (2.60)
where ~r0 is the satellite position and s1 is the position of the single scattering event along s.
The exponential e−τ(s1,0) in the first term describes the attenuation of light from the scattering
position to the observation point where s = 0 and the exponential e−τ(s,0) in the integral describes
the attenuation of light along s to the reference point at s = 0. The consideration of the single
scattering case implies the solar direction, Ωˆ0, is not aligned with the Ωˆ direction; that is the solar
radiation must be scattered into the propagation direction and must not initially be aligned with
the line of sight. Therefore, the first term in Equation 2.60, which describes radiation emanating
from the end of the line of sight, is zero. Similarly, the satellite does not view the Earth’s surface,
meaning the line of sight does not intersect the Earth’s surface, so the Ωˆ0 direction is not aligned
with the propagation direction, Ωˆ.
If the atmosphere is optically thin, that is if τ  1, then e−τ ≈ 1, and,
I1(~r0, Ωˆ) ≈
0∫
s1
κ(s)J1(s, Ωˆ)ds. (2.61)
The ground scatter component, which is dependent on the albedo, is also an important contribution
because the albedo signal can be as bright as the measured signal. However, in an optically thin
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atmosphere, the upwelling albedo contribution is approximately equal at all tangent altitudes and
the ground scatter component can be accounted for through an altitude normalization.
The integral in Equation 2.61 is largely dominated by the tangent point contribution. Equation
2.61 with the single-scatter source term, Equation 2.59, becomes,
I1(~r0, Ωˆ) ≈ κ(sT )J1(sT , Ωˆ)∆sT ,
≈ κscat(sT )F0(Ωˆ0)P¯ (s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0)∆sT ,
(2.62)
where ∆sT is the tangent point path length and P¯ (s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0) is the scattering phase function which
describes the probability of scattering in a direction. The radiance for an optically thin atmosphere
is proportional to the number density of the scattering particles,
I1(~r0, Ωˆ) ≈ nscat(sT )σscat(sT )F0(Ωˆ0)P¯ (s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0)∆sT . (2.63)
When a number of particles and molecules contribute to the scattering of light, the radiance in
Equation 2.63 is a sum over each scattering contributor,
I1(~r0, Ωˆ) ≈
[∑
i
nscati(sT )σscati(sT )Pi(s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0)
]
F0(Ωˆ0)∆sT . (2.64)
In the case of an atmosphere containing background molecular nitrogen and oxygen as well as
aerosols,
I1(~r0, Ωˆ) ≈
[
nscatm(sT )σscatm(sT )Pm(s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0) + nscata(sT )σscata(sT )Pa(s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0)
]
F0(Ωˆ0)∆sT ,
(2.65)
where the subscripts m and a denote molecular background and aerosol scattering, respectively.
2.7 SASKTRAN
SASKTRAN (Bourassa et al., 2008) is a spherical geometry radiative transfer model designed
to simulate limb-scattered solar radiation. It essentially solves the equation of radiative transfer
through the method of successive orders for rays travelling within the spherical geometry in order
to accurately and efficiently account for the multiple scattering contribution to the limb radiance.
The method of successive orders is used to obtain a solution describing light that has undergone
multiple scattering by computing scattering solutions recursively. In the previous section, a simpli-
fied derivation of the single scatter signal is presented; SASKTRAN is used for where more detailed
modelling is required, namely where the single scatter solution does not apply (Bourassa et al.,
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2008). When modelling the scattering of light by aerosols, SASKTRAN accounts for an altitude de-
pendent cross section and phase function. Absorption by numerous temperature dependent species
is also considered in the model. SASKTRAN is used for operational retrievals of ozone, nitrogen
dioxide, and aerosols from the OSIRIS measurements. In this work, SASKTRAN is used to model
the molecular background within a limb geometry as it accurately takes into account ground and
multiple scattering.
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Chapter 3
OSIRIS Cloud Detection Technique
The effect cirrus clouds have on the radiative balance of the atmosphere is pivotal; their interac-
tion with incoming solar and outgoing thermal radiation results in a net warming of the atmosphere.
Cloud formation affects the distribution of water vapour in the upper atmosphere, which has sub-
sequent effects on the regulation of the climate system below. Therefore, obtaining measurements
of the occurrence frequency and distribution of clouds enables an understanding of the radiative
processes involved in the regulation of the climate system.
As part of this thesis work, a cloud detection technique was developed using OSIRIS limb scat-
tering measurements. The technique involves obtaining scattering residuals, namely the difference
between the measurements using modelled molecular radiance profiles. These residual profiles char-
acterize scattering enhancements. Normalizing histograms of scattering residuals produces proba-
bility density functions (PDFs), which reveal the distribution is not a continuum measurement. The
separation in the distribution is key to the technique since it provides a clear distinction between
the cloudy and cloud-free conditions. Probability maps of cloud occurrence frequency are produced
by integrating from the minimum in the distribution over the cloudy condition.
A detailed description of the cloud detection technique is presented in this chapter and results
obtained using the technique are compared to those by Sassen et al. (2008) who used CALIPSO
nadir measurements and to those by Wang et al. (1996) who used SAGE II solar occultation
measurements of cirrus clouds.
3.1 Scattering Residual and Probability Density Functions
In the limb geometry, the Earth’s atmosphere is optically thin down to upper tropospheric tangent
altitudes for wavelengths longer than around 700 nm. For this analysis, OSIRIS measurements
at 800 nm were used; this is essentially the longest wavelength measured by OSIRIS that is not
contaminated by polarization anomalies caused by the grating. The measured radiance, Imeasured,
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can be split into two components: that due to the molecular background, Imolecular, and due to
clouds and aerosols, Iaerosol. Recall Equation 2.65 from the previous chapter, which describes the
single scatter radiance of an optically thin atmosphere,
I1(~r0, Ωˆ) ≈
[
nscatm(sT )σscatm(sT )Pm(s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0) + nscata(sT )σscata(sT )Pa(s, Ωˆ, Ωˆ0)
]
F0(Ωˆ0)∆sT ,
(2.65)
where the subscripts m and a denote the molecular and aerosol components, respectively. Therefore,
within the limits of these assumptions,
Imeasured = Imolecular + Iaerosol. (3.1)
The SASKTRAN model was used to approximate the molecular radiance because it incorporates
the method of successive orders to satisfy multiple scattering events including ground albedo within
a limb scattering spherical geometry. Within the model, an atmosphere free of aerosols and clouds
was simulated to obtain molecular background radiance profiles. By comparing the measured ra-
diance profiles from OSIRIS to the modelled ones obtained through SASKTRAN, the radiance
contributions from clouds and aerosols were determined.
The measured radiance and modelled molecular radiance profiles were directly compared after
employing an altitude normalization. That is, each point on the measured radiance curve was nor-
malized by the measured radiance at a reference tangent altitude while each point on the modelled
molecular radiance curve was normalized by the modelled molecular radiance at the same reference
tangent altitude. The reference tangent altitude was chosen nearest 35 km because it is typically
cloud- and aerosol-free at this altitude and because measurements above this altitude start to be-
come contaminated by larger noise due to exponentially falling signal levels. These two normalized
variables are shown in the left hand plot in Figure 3.1(a) for typical OSIRIS scans taken in the
southern hemisphere tropical latitudinal region during the summer of 2007. Only scans taken dur-
ing the descending track of Odin’s orbit were considered, which for a short time period and latitude
band, the scattering angle is roughly constant.
In a cloud- and aerosol-free atmosphere, the normalized measured radiance, I˜measured, and the
normalized molecular radiance, I˜modelled, profiles should essentially agree within the accuracy of the
optically thin approximation. It was shown in Equation 2.65 that the radiance, I, is related to the
concentration of the particles, n, in the gas for an optically thin atmosphere: I ∝ n. Furthermore,
referring to Equation 2.2, pressure, p, is also related to the density, ρ, which is further related to
the concentration of the particles in the gas: p ∝ ρ ∝ n. Equation 2.5 shows pressure is exponential
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Figure 3.1: Normalized radiance, density, and residual profiles as a function of tangent
altitude at 800 nm for (a) cloud-free and (b) cloudy conditions.
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in altitude, z. Therefore, the radiance must also be approximately exponential in altitude for an
optically thin atmosphere.
The discrepancy between the curves within 12 and 35 km tangent altitudes is enhanced scattering
due to stratospheric aerosol. Additional discrepancies in the measurements indicate the presence of
cloud scattering. Since the scattering of light is increased with the presence of cloud particles, the
radiance signal measured by OSIRIS at the cloud altitude is enhanced. The difference between the
logarithm of the measured and modelled molecular radiance is here defined as a scattering residual,
R, that can be used to characterize scattering enhancements,
R = ln
(
I˜measured
I˜modelled
)
. (3.2)
Taking the natural logarithmic difference of exponential-like curves as opposed to the straight
difference prevents biasing discrepancies at lower tangent altitudes due to the exponential nature
of the radiance profiles. In a cloud-free atmosphere, the residual values in the right hand plot of
Figure 3.1(a) hover around zero except in the region comprised of stratospheric aerosol. Figure
3.1(b) shows a positive enhancement between 13.7 and 16.1 km tangent altitudes suggesting the
presence of clouds.
Residual profiles, such as those shown in the right hand plots of Figure 3.1, were generated
and used to create histograms of scattering residuals for altitude and latitude ranges. A histogram
peak near zero represents the cloud-free condition. Recall that in the absence of clouds the residual
values linger around zero, so collectively they form a histogram peak near zero and represent the
cloud-free condition. In the event of a cloud, scattering is enhanced so the residual values are much
greater and form a second histogram peak. The histogram was normalized by the total number
of measurements to obtain a PDF, shown in Figure 3.2(b). The Cloud-Free and Cloudy peaks are
labelled in the figure. Note the distribution in the residual PDF is not a continuum measurement.
Rather, the separation of the peaks, which is a significant result, provides a clear indication of the
ability to distinguish the two conditions.
The preceding technique is demonstrated in the following example. For all OSIRIS measurements
confined to the northern hemisphere during boreal summer in the year 2007, matching molecular
radiance profiles in coordinates and time were modelled using SASKTRAN. Residual profiles were
generated as per Equation 3.2 and converted into histograms of scattering residuals for varying
altitude and latitude regions of interest. Altitude ranges were defined as layers relative to the local
tropopause height, as illustrated in Figure 3.2(a). Latitude ranges were segregated as listed in Table
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Figure 3.2: Residual histograms are determined from normalized residual profiles (800 nm),
and normalized to obtain probability density functions: (a) Normalized residual profile show-
ing five altitude regions of interest. (b) Probability density function for Region D for scans
taken during the summer of 2007 within the northern hemisphere tropical latitudinal band.
3.1. Figure 3.2(b) shows the PDF of all the residual values that lie within a 2 km thick layer below
the local tropopause, namely within Region D (refer to Figure 3.2(a)), for scans residing in the
northern hemisphere tropical latitudinal band.
The tangent altitude regions of interest in Figure 3.2(a), which are defined by the local tropopause
of the scan, were defined to be 1 km thick and a residual probability density function was made for
each region. These probability density functions form a two dimensional probability density surface
shown in Figure 3.3. Therefore, the left maximum range represents the cloud-free condition and
the smaller right maximum range represents the cloudy condition.
3.2 Cloud-Free Threshold as a Function of Altitude
The probability density function in Figure 3.3 was created from residual profiles, which feature
scattering enhancements. Two distributions are observed in the PDF; the left and right distributions
represent the cloud-free and cloudy conditions, respectively. Statistically, integrating a PDF between
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Table 3.1: Definitions of latitude ranges
Region Name Latitude Range
Northern Hemisphere, High Latitudes 55 ≤ θ ≤ 90
Northern Hemisphere, Middle Latitudes 25 ≤ θ < 55
Northern Hemisphere, Tropical Latitudes 0 ≤ θ < 25
Southern Hemisphere, Tropical Latitudes −25 ≤ θ < 0
Southern Hemisphere, Middle Latitudes −55 ≤ θ < −25
Southern Hemisphere, High Latitudes −90 ≤ θ < −55
2D Probability Density Function wrt Local Tropopause, 
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Figure 3.3: Two-dimensional residual probability density function for scans within the north-
ern hemisphere tropical latitudinal band from May to August 2007 at 800 nm. The vertical
axis is shown with respect to the local tropopause; negative values correspond to altitudes
below the tropopause level.
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two limits yields the probability of occurrence of such event within the range of interest. Thus, the
object here is to separate the cloudy and cloud-free conditions by defining a threshold value that lies
between the two distributions. Integrating from the threshold position over the cloudy distribution
yields the probability of cloud occurrence.
To obtain the probability of locating a cloud within the defined tangent altitude region and
latitudinal band, the PDF is integrated from a threshold position between the cloud-free and cloudy
peaks over the cloudy condition. This cloud-free threshold determines the occurrence of a cloud.
From statistics, the probability of a cloud occurrence, P [cloud occurrence], is
P [cloud occurrence] =
∞∫
threshold
pdf(R)dR, (3.3)
where R is the scattering residual. For the PDF shown in Figure 3.2(b), the threshold is approx-
imately 0.6. However, as shown in Figure 3.3, the distributions corresponding to the cloud-free
and cloudy conditions gradually shift to slightly higher residual values as altitude increases due
to increasing stratospheric aerosol concentration with altitude. Thus, the threshold distinguishing
the two conditions is not a single value; rather it is a curved line as a function of altitude, which
separates the cloud-free and cloudy maxima.
Although they maintain the same general shape, the maxima cloud-free and cloudy distributions
are unique for each latitudinal band. Therefore, each two dimensional probability density surface
requires a unique cloud-free threshold curve. A technique was developed to determine the threshold
based on the PDFs. For each altitude region of interest, the maximum of the cloud-free peak was
found and the distance from zero along the residual axis, δi, was noted, where i denotes the i-th
altitude region of interest. The PDF was then normalized by the maximum value of the cloud-free
peak and shifted as to align the maximum with zero. This process is shown in Figure 3.4.
Once the PDFs from each altitude region of interest were shifted so the maxima of the cloud-free
peaks were aligned at zero, an average was taken to obtain an averaged PDF. Recall that the PDFs
for each altitude region of interest were normalized by the maximum value of the cloud-free peak,
so the averaged PDF also had a maximum cloud-free peak of 1 centered at zero. The normalized,
shifted PDFs for each altitude region of interest and the averaged PDF are shown in Figure 3.5.
The average cloud-free peak can be closely modelled as a Gaussian distribution. The left hand
side of the averaged cloud-free maximum peak was mirrored to obtain a Gaussian-type mirrored
shape. Note that the right hand side was neglected as it likely contained traces from the tail end of
the cloudy distribution. The mirrored shape was then fitted with a Gaussian. This was accomplished
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the northern hemisphere tropical latitudinal band from May to August 2007 at 800 nm.
by fitting a parabola to the natural logarithm of the mirrored shape using a least squares polynomial
curve fitting technique. The fitted Gaussian was obtained by taking the exponential of the resulting
curve from the polynomial fitting. Figure 3.6 shows the average PDF, the mirrored shape of the
left hand side of the cloud-free peak, and the fitted Gaussian.
The variance of the fitted Gaussian, σ2, was computed such that,
σ =
|xo − µ|√
2 ln 2
, (3.4)
where xo and µ are the half-width half-maximum position and the mean of the fitted Gaussian,
respectively. The position 2σ was found to be a reliable demarkation of the threshold position
between the cloud-free and cloudy conditions. As latitude increases, the distinction between the
cloud-free and cloudy distributions becomes blurred especially near lower tangent altitudes. To
determine the cloud-free threshold curve as a function of altitude, the 2σ position to the right of the
cloud-free peak maximum was determined on the PDFs for each altitude region of interest. That
is, the PDFs from each altitude region of interest from Figure 3.5 were unshifted by δi, the distance
the original PDF was shifted to zero along the residual axis, and the position 2σ to the right of the
maximum of the cloud-free peak was marked as the threshold point. Figure 3.7 shows the cloud-free
threshold curve as a function of altitude overtop the probability density surface for scans in the
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Figure 3.7: Two-dimensional residual probability density function with the cloud-free thresh-
old curve for scans within the northern hemisphere tropical latitudinal band from May to
August 2007 at 800 nm. The vertical axis is shown with respect to the local tropopause;
negative values correspond to altitudes below the tropopause level.
northern hemisphere tropical latitudinal band from May to August 2007 at 800 nm. The difference
between the PDF distribution and the Gaussian fitted shape is the cloudy distribution. All negative
points in the difference to the left of the threshold point, which arise from a non-perfect Gaussian
fitting, were set to zero and the remaining distribution represents the cloudy condition.
3.3 Change in Solar Scattering Angle with Time
The solar scattering angle, Θ, which is the angle between the satellite’s line of sight and the solar
direction, varies over the course of a year due to orbital configurations. Figure 3.8 shows the
monthly average solar scattering angle from June 2006 to June 2007. One would expect the solar
scattering angle to follow an approximate cosinusoidal pattern covering a full period over a year,
and generally this is the case. However, during the months of October and November 2006, Odin
was tilted off the orbital plane as to acquire data poleward of 82°S; that is beyond the latitude
range typically sampled for on-track instrument pointing. As the solar scattering angle changes
with time, the amplitude of the radiance signal measured by OSIRIS also varies proportionally with
time and causes the cloud-free and cloudy distributions on the PDFs to shift along the residual axis.
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Figure 3.8: Solar scattering angle as a function of time from June 2006 to June 2007.
Referring to Figure 2.9, the phase functions for Mie and cloud particle scattering are predominantly
forward scattering and the measured radiance signal is correspondingly amplified as the scattering
angle decreases.
When data spanning a large time period are used to form a single PDF, the distributions are
blurred as if there are several time-dependent PDFs overlayed on top of each other. Because the
amplitude of the measured signal changes over time due to changing solar scattering angles, it is
necessary to separate the data into time-dependent sections as to produce PDFs with little blurring.
In this work, data were separated into monthly bins. That is, a two-dimensional PDF, such as that
shown in Figure 3.3, was made and a unique threshold line was computed for each latitude range
and for each month considered.
3.4 Cloud-Top Correction and Probability Maps
In this section, a correction was made to account for a counting bias and probability maps were
produced, which show the cloud top occurrence frequency distribution.
The OSIRIS scans were organized on a monthly basis into bins according to their latitude and
longitude coordinates where the latitudinal and longitudinal bins were 7.5 and 20 degrees wide,
respectively. A probability density surface of scattering residuals was created from radiance profiles
measured in the northern hemisphere during boreal summer. A cloud-free threshold curve was
determined for each month and latitude band as described in Section 3.2. By integrating from this
line over the cloudy maximum range, the probability of locating a cloud for a given altitude range
within a latitude-longitude bin on a monthly basis was determined.
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Figure 3.9: (a) Multiple measurements of the same thin cloud layer and (b) correction to
detecting clouds multiple times.
As neither the vertical thickness nor the horizontal extent of the clouds were taken into account,
these probabilities are biased. In the schematic drawing in Figure 3.9(a), the red stars indicate
where the limb viewing satellite detects the shown cloud. At tangent altitude z1, the cloud is
detected once, and at tangent altitude z2, the same cloud is detected a second time. In order to
avoid a counting bias, clouds should only be detected once at the highest detected tangent altitude.
As discussed above, the cloud-free threshold curve is a function of altitude; the dashed green line
in Figure 3.7 separates the cloud-free and cloudy conditions. This threshold curve is also overlayed
on the residual profile plot in Figure 3.9(b). In Figure 3.9(b), clouds are detected at 16.1 and
13.8 km tangent altitude since the residual values exceed the green cloud-free threshold curve at
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these altitudes. Due to the discrete nature of the measurement, it cannot be determined if the
satellite detected a single cloud several times or multiple clouds.
To correct this bias, each scan was checked for residual values that fell in the tangent altitude
region of interest beyond the cloud-free threshold curve. The first and highest occurrence was noted
and all other residual values below this altitude were disregarded. Therefore, rather than simply
detecting the presence of a cloud at a given altitude, the results show the detection of cloud tops;
that is the highest measurement that shows the presence of cloud.
These corrected probabilities are shown in Figure 3.10 for OSIRIS northern hemisphere mea-
surements during boreal summer of 2007. The resolution in this figure is somewhat coarse due
to noise and low sampling; over four months of data and depending on the altitude layer, each
latitude-longitude bin contains on average between 16 and 23 samples. As observed, there are high
probabilities of detecting cloud tops at and just below the tropopause around the Asian monsoon
and Central America, both regions of intense convection. Furthermore, there are non-zero detection
frequencies above the tropopause, particularly above Indonesia and Asia. This is an important
observation considering the influence clouds have on the water vapour distribution in the lower
stratosphere, which will be discussed further in Chapter 4.
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3.5 Comparison to CALIPSO
Thus far, the details entailed in the cloud detection technique have been presented and some prelim-
inary results have been shown. In an effort to validate and test the technique, results using OSIRIS
data are compared to those obtained by Sassen et al. (2008) who utilized CALIPSO measurements.
CALIPSO is a joint satellite mission between the National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration (NASA) Langley Research Center and the French Space Agency, Centre national d’e´tudes
spatiales, to investigate the impact clouds and aerosols have on the radiative balance of the atmo-
sphere. CALIPSO was launched April 2006 into a circular sun-synchronous polar orbit at about
705 km altitude. Like Odin, CALIPSO has an orbital inclination of 98° from the equator which
provides global coverage from 82°S to 82°N. The satellite retraces its track to within ±10 km every
16 days. CALIPSO flies with five other satellites in the international A-train constellation for syn-
chronic measurements of the Earth. The satellites fly sequentially with an on-track separation of
two minutes (Winker et al., 2004, 2007).
There are three nadir-viewing instruments onboard CALIPSO: the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with
Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), the Imaging Infrared Radiometer, and the Wide Field Camera.
Only CALIOP is used in this work. CALIOP is a polarization-sensitive lidar and takes measurements
at 0130 h and 1330 h local time of the total attenuated backscatter at 532 and 1064 nm. The lidar
profiles contain information on the vertical distribution of clouds and aerosols, the ice/water phase
composition of the clouds through the ratio of the signals from two orthogonal polarization channels,
and the size distribution of aerosol particles through the wavelength dependence of the backscatter
signal (Winker and Pelon, 2003).
Sassen et al. (2008) study the global distribution of cirrus clouds from CALIPSO measurements
from 15 June 2006 to 15 June 2007. A cirrus cloud identification algorithm was developed to assure
only cirrus clouds detected by CALIPSO were used in the analysis and that high altitude non-cirrus
ice clouds, such as altostratus and cumulonimbus clouds, were excluded. Cirrus classifications are
typically based on radar reflectivity, visible optical depth, cloud height, and temperature (Sassen
et al., 2008). Based on empirical results, the visible optical depth of cirrus clouds does not exceed
τ ≈ 3.0 (Sassen and Cho, 1992). Because lidar probing is restricted to τ <∼ 3.0 − 4.0 before the
signal is completely attenuated by passing through the cloud layer twice, the lowest detected cloud
layer that completely attenuates the signal does not meet the cirrus cloud classification.
With the classifications described above, the presence of cloud and ice layers near the polar
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regions, namely PSCs and ice clouds occurring at unusually low altitudes, remain evident. To
void such detections, Sassen et al. (2008) applied additional constraints on the dataset. Cloud top
heights were restricted to < 1.5 km above the local tropopause and the lowest allowable cloud top
height was restricted to 4.0 km. Furthermore, because the tropopause height over the South Pole is
uncertain during the winter season, an upper cloud top limit of 12.0 km was imposed in this region.
Lastly, in order to distinguish cloud layers, clouds must be separated by a minimum of 1.0 km in
height.
Figure 3.11(a) shows the global distribution of the average cirrus cloud occurrence frequency as
detected by the CALIPSO identification algorithm by Sassen et al. (2008) in terms of 5.0° longitude
and 5.0° latitude grid boxes. Figure 3.12(a) displays the equivalent distribution as altitude versus
latitude in 0.2 km height intervals and 2.5° latitude bins. For comparison, the analogous average
cloud top occurrence frequency of clouds detected by OSIRIS using the cloud detection technique
described in Sections 3.1 through 3.4 are shown in Figures 3.11(b) and 3.12(b), respectively, with
20° longitude and 7.5° latitude grid boxes and 2 km height intervals. The comparisons reveal good
agreement especially considering the different viewing geometries of the instruments.
Equatorial warm air is driven upward due to convective motions and, upon entering the strato-
sphere, it is dried and forms a poleward pressure gradient force at high altitude near the tropopause.
As this air flows poleward from the equator, it is cooled, which causes it to descend at ∼30° latitude.
This downwelling of dry air forms deserts over continental regions and suppresses the formation of
cirrus clouds at high altitudes, which is visible in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. A reverse pressure gradient
force at the surface drives the air equatorward. This thermally driven circulation is called the Hadley
Cell (Liou, 2002). Air flowing toward the equator is deflected to the west due to the Coriolis force
and the rotation of the Earth creating easterly trade winds. The region where air masses emanat-
ing from the southern and northern hemispheres join is called the Intertropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) and is typically characterized by heavy weather and thunderstorms. As Waliser and Gautier
(1993) explain, “this permanent low pressure feature marks the meteorological equator where the
trade winds, laden with heat and moisture from surface evaporation and sensible heating, converge
to form a zone of increased mean convection, cloudiness, and precipitation.”
The areas where there is maximum cirrus cloud coverage occur predominantly in the tropical
belt at relatively high altitudes. In Figure 3.11, the cirrus cloud occurrence frequency is slightly
higher than 60% over Indonesia and the western part of the Pacific Ocean, and smaller maxima
with ∼55% occurrence frequency occur over Central and South America and western-central Africa.
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tions when viewed from the nadir direction, while the large
lidar footprint means that multiple scattering among cloud
drops quickly raises @ values in even narrow liquid layers.
Importantly, by relying on approximate temperature infor-
mation, no cloud type discriminations based solely on a
priori cloud height restrictions are used. Considering the
significant variations in tropopause (and cirrus cloud)
heights between the tropics, midlatitudes, and polar regions,
relying on temperature rather than cloud height is strongly
justified.
[12] In practice, however, additional considerations have
been applied in the case of CALIOP-detected cloud/aerosol
layers present in polar regions. As shown in the Appendix,
cirrus clouds were detected at unusual heights by the
algorithm at high latitudes, which are apparently due to
polar stratospheric clouds extending into the lower strato-
sphere, as well as occasional ice clouds at atypically low
altitudes (see Figure A1). The former were filtered out by
specifying a limit of allowable cirrus cloud top heights of
<1.5 km above the local tropopause, and the latter by
limiting the allowable cloud top heights to 4.0 km. These
last criteria had virtually no effects at latitudes of >60, or
in the Northern Hemisphere. Because the location of the
tropopause over Antarctica is often ambiguous in the winter
season, we have in practice specified an upper cloud top
limit of 12.0 km in this region.
[13] This analysis of the 2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR data set
is applied to both single and multiple cloud layers that
qualify as cirrus clouds according to our approach. Note that
multiple cloud layers must be separated by at least 1.0 km
(i.e., two independent CRP sample volumes) in height in
order to be considered as separate. In the following section
are presented our results in terms of the basic dependencies
on latitude/longitude, cloud altitudes, and land versus ocean
distributions. In the Appendix are given additional data
displays addressing the s of the effects of our cirrus
criteria on clouds in polar regions and on differences
between day and night CloudSat/CALIPSO measurements.
4. Results
[14] The yearly averaged global distributions of identified
cirrus clouds (both single and multiple layers) are given in
Figure 1 in terms of a latitude versus longitude display
based on 5.0 longitude by 5.0 latitude (up to the 85.0
latitude satellite viewing limit) grid boxes, and in Figure 2
as a height (in 0.2 km intervals) versus latitude (in 2.5 bins)
display. These unique global, active remote sensing-based
images agree with our expectations based on considerable
earlier research. They reveal that the maximum cirrus
coverage occurs in the tropical belt (±15 latitude) at
relatively high altitudes as a result of anvils produced
directly by deep convection associated with the ITCZ and
seasonal monsoonal circulations, and by cold trap and other
cirrus. From Figure 1, cirrus cloud coverage of up to 60%
is present over equatorial central South America, western
Africa, Indonesia, and the west-central Pacific Ocean warm
pool. Lesser but significant cirrus cloud amounts lie in the
northern and southern midlatitude storm tracks at somewhat
lower heights. Cirrus cloud minima, on the other hand, are
generally associated with the high polar latitudes and the
upper midlatitudes bounding the tropical belt. Over land-
masses, the deserts and desert-like regions of northern
Africa, western China, central Australia, and the south-
western United States are particularly devoid of cirrus, as
well as precipitation. The line in Figure 2 indicates the
corresponding year-averaged tropopause heights, implying
that especially midlatitude cirrus cloud systems often appear
to form in association with relatively high tropopauses
[Sassen and Campbell, 2001]. In terms of the mean 1-year
global average, a total cirrus frequency of 16.7% is found
with our algorithm, which can be broken up to 15.2% for
Figure 1. Global distribution of average frequency of occurrence of cirrus clouds identified by the
CloudSat/CALIPSO algorithm within 5.0 latitude by 5.0 longitude grid boxes. Unless otherwise stated
the data in this and following figures are 1-year averages of daylight and nighttime measurements, and of
single and multiple cirrus layers.
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Figure 3.11: (a) Global distribution of the average cirrus cloud occurrence frequency identi-
fied by CALIPSO algorithm between 15 June 2006 and 15 June 2007; extracted from Sassen
et al. (2008) and reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union. (b) Average
cloud top occurrence frequency of clouds detected by OSIRIS algorithm in a three-kilometer
thick layer below the local tropopause between June 2006 and June 2007.
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daytime and 18.3% for nighttime CloudSat/CALIPSO
measurements (see Appendix A).
[15] To examine the changes in the seasonal distribution
of cirrus clouds, Figures 3 and 4 provide the average global
cloud coverage and height frequencies of the identified
cirrus, labeled in terms of Northern Hemisphere seasons.
Figure 3 clearly shows the north-south migration of the
ITCZ, shifts in midlatitude storm tracks, and the effects of
the Indian Ocean monsoon. The average seasonal cirrus
cloud frequencies with height and latitude in Figure 4 again
reveal the peak coverage in the ITCZ beneath the ‘‘flat’’
tropical tropopause, with the surrounding cirrus minima.
Cirrus cloud top heights subsequently decrease steadily
poleward. An exception is the slight increase in the heights
of cirrus clouds seen in the winter Arctic centered at +65
in this 1-year sample.
[16] The dependence of mean cirrus cloud top and base
heights with latitude from the total sample are shown in
Figure 3. As in Figure 1, but showing the average seasonal (month) dependence of cirrus cloud
frequencies. S apply to those in the Northern Hemisphere.
Figure 2. Latitudinal distribution of identified cirrus cloud heights derived for 0.2 km height and 2.5
grid intervals. The line shows the mean tropopause heights averaged over the same 1-year period, as
taken from CALIPSO data files.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Latitudinal distribution of the average cirrus cloud occurrence frequency
identified by CALIPSO algorithm between 15 June 2006 and 15 June 2007; extracted from
Sassen et al. (2008) and reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union. (b) Zonal
average cloud top occurrence frequency of clouds detected by OSIRIS algorithm between June
2006 and June 2007.
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These are known regions of intense convective activity: the monsoons in Indonesia, the south-east
Asian rainforest, the rainforests in Central America and in the Amazon region, and the Congo
Basin rainforest in Africa (Wang et al., 1996; Dessler and Sherwood , 2004; Fu et al., 2007; Sassen
et al., 2009). From Figure 3.12, the latitudinal distribution shows maximum cirrus cloud occurrence
within the tropical belt between ±15° latitude at 14 km altitude, which is coincident with the mean
location of the ITCZ and the level of maximum convective outflow. There is also about 23% cloud
occurrence in the lower stratosphere within the tropics. These ultra thin stratospheric clouds are
observed by OSIRIS but are not detected by CALIPSO likely due to differing instrument sensitivities
and viewing geometries. Cirrus cloud occurrence generally decreases as the poles are approached
except at the South Pole where the presence of PSCs is remarkably strong. PSCs occur well within
the stratosphere near 14 km at high southern latitudes and were removed from the CALIPSO
detections.
Figure 3.13 was extracted from Sassen et al. (2008) and, using the same data set from 15
June 2006 and 15 June 2007, the average global seasonal cirrus cloud coverage as detected by
the CALIPSO identification algorithm are shown and are labelled with respect to the northern
hemisphere seasons. Correspondingly, Figure 3.14 shows the average seasonal cloud top occurrence
frequency as identified by the cloud detection technique using OSIRIS measurements taken during
the same seasons for the years 2006, 2007, and 2008. The corresponding number of samples available
in the cloud top detection analysis is shown in Figure 3.15 for 7.5° latitude and 20° longitude grid
boxes.
Interestingly, the south-north displacement of the ITCZ is evident through the seasonal dis-
tributions in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. The convective maxima forming a belt near the equator are
shifted latitudinally toward the summer hemisphere in concert with the seasonal changes. The
probability of cloud occurrence is around 70% over India during the northern hemisphere summer
when monsoon activity is most dynamic.
Figure 3.15 shows the number of samples used in the seasonal cloud top occurrence frequency
analysis of Figure 3.14. Areas with fewer than 10 samples are not included in the analysis. A
careful look at the sampling maps show there are generally fewer scans taken between -40° and 0°
longitude. OSIRIS is routinely turned off for a scheduled rest period and is only turned on once
the orbit carries the satellite over Sweden. As a result, there are fewer scans taken in the -40° to 0°
longitudinal band. Prior to June 2007, OSIRIS was powered off every other day. Odin is a shared
satellite so half of its time was devoted to astronomical research. Since June 2007, the astronomical
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instrument onboard Odin is not in operation, so OSIRIS is now turned off every Thursday for a
rest period of one day.
Also shown in Figure 3.15, there is an obvious decrease in the number of samples between -100°
and -10° longitude and -70° to -10° latitude, which is due to the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA).
The SAA occurs along the magnetic equator where the geomagnetic field of the Earth is weakest
and coincides with the region where the Van Allen radiation belt is closest to the Earth. A flux
increase in highly energetic solar particles that are trapped within the magnetic field of the Earth
causes radiation damage to satellites passing through the area (Heirtzler , 2002). Of course, the
SAA is typically observed about 22° to the north of this region shown in Figure 3.15. While OSIRIS
observes the limb of the atmosphere, the coordinates of the measurement are recorded at the tangent
point, which is roughly latitudinally 22° away from the position of the satellite. Thus, when Odin
passes through the SAA region and is exposed to intense radiation, these measurements, which are
recorded at the coordinates of the tangent point, are affected and are often discarded.
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3.6 Comparison to SAGE II
The cloud detection technique with OSIRIS limb scattering measurements is further compared to
those obtained by Wang et al. (1996) who used SAGE II occultation measurements as the viewing
geometries of these two instruments are similar.
The SAGE II instrument was aboard the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite and its mission
was to measure the vertical profiles of ozone, nitrogen dioxide, water vapour, and the aerosol
extinction coefficient. The satellite flew in a sun-synchronous orbit with a 90 minute period and
a 57° inclination to allow a latitudinal coverage of approximately 135° per month. The latitude
extremes varied seasonally, however there was no sampling poleward of 55° during boreal and
austral winters (Wang et al., 1996).
SAGE II was a seven-channel radiometer with channels centered at 0.385, 0.448, 0.453, 0.525,
0.600, 0.940, and 1.02µm. The instrument used the solar occultation technique capturing one
sunset and one sunrise measurement per orbit. In one day, 15 sunrise events were measured;
these were approximately equally separated in longitude and exhibited a slight shift in latitude
between consecutive measurements. The instrument’s field of view was 0.5 km vertically and 2.5 km
horizontally at the tangent point. SAGE II was in operation from October 1984 to August 2005
(Wang et al., 1996).
Wang et al. (1996) assembled a climatology of cloud occurrence frequency based on six years
of SAGE II observations between 1985 and 1990. Subvisual and opaque clouds were distinguished
by the measurement upper limit extinction coefficient for aerosols, which for 1.02µm is roughly
2 × 10−4 km−1. Using the cirrus cloud classification from Sassen and Cho (1992), clouds with
extinction coefficients larger than the measurement limit were marked as opaque clouds because
the transmitted signal fell beyond the instrument’s sensitivity and the cloud profile was restricted
to that altitude (Wang et al., 1996). Furthermore, clouds were distinguished from aerosols through
the ratio for the extinction coefficients at two wavelengths, namely at 0.52 and 1.02µm. Such a
ratio contains information on the particle size.
Shown in Figure 3.16(a), Fueglistaler et al. (2009) compare the mean cirrus cloud occurrence
frequencies for opaque and cirrus clouds derived from CALIPSO and SAGE II instruments. The
left-hand plot incorporates CALIPSO cloud occurrence frequency profiles from 20°S to 20°N for
optical thicknesses τ < 0.1 (thin line), τ > 0.5 (thick line), and all (dashed line) and is adapted
from Fu et al. (2007). The right-hand plot uses SAGE II profiles from 10°S to 10°N for optically
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radars may be used to study optically thicker clouds [e.g.,
Hollars et al., 2004], but they miss the optically thin cirrus
clouds in the TTL.
[36] Other approaches include nadir-viewing near-
infrared (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
[Dessler and Yang, 2003; Mote and Frey, 2006]), limb-
viewing infrared (CRISTA [Spang et al., 2002] and Cryo-
genic Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer [Sandor et al.,
2000]), solar occultation (Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas
Experiment (SAGE II) [Wang et al., 1996] and Halogen
Occultation Experiment (HALOE) [Hervig and McHugh,
1999]), and microwave [Hong et al., 2005] sensors. Ther-
mal imagery provides cloud top height estimates from
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP)
[e.g., Luo and Rossow, 2004], advanced very high resolu-
tion radiometer [Katagiri and Nakajima, 2004], and Atmo-
spheric Infrared Sounder [Kahn et al., 2005], to name a few.
Gettelman et al. [2002b] present a comprehensive compi-
lation of statistics on cloud top frequency as a function of
altitude using 11 mm brightness temperatures from 0.5 
0.5 global cloud imagery. Cloud frequency drops sharply
with increasing altitude, but 0.5% of clouds penetrate the
local tropopause, with highest frequency at roughly 12S in
February and 11N in August. Cloud top heights derived
from thermal imagery are found to suffer from a systematic
low bias [Sherwood et al., 2004] and miss the highest parts
of convective clouds because of the relatively low spatial
resolution.
[37] Lidar observations from the ground [e.g., Immler
and Schrems, 2002] or aircraft [e.g., Newell et al., 1996;
Peter et al., 2003] are sensitive also to optically thin clouds,
but the presence of optically thick clouds frequently attenu-
ates the lidar beam. The spaceborne lidar data provided by
Lidar In-space Technology Experiment [Winker and Trepte,
1998]; Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat)/
Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS); and Cloud-
Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation
(CALIPSO) have provided a new view of the cloud heights
in the TTL. A limitation of data from lidar on satellites with
a polar orbit is their limited temporal resolution. For
example, CALIPSO crosses the equator only at 0130 and
1330 local time, but convection often has a well-defined
diurnal cycle. Dessler et al. [2006] find in ICESat/GLAS
lidar data 0.34% of optically thick and 3.1% of optically
thin clouds (defined as those that the lidar can penetrate)
above the average level (377.5 K potential temperature) of
the tropopause.
[38] Figure 9a shows zonal mean cloud occurrence fre-
quency determined from CALIPSO averaged over the
period June 2006 to February 2007. Figure 9a shows
maximum cloud occurrence between 12 and 15 km and
10N, consistent with the mean position of the ITCZ and
the level of maximum convective outflow. Figure 9b shows
the tropical mean (20S–20N) cloud occurrence profiles
for optically thin (t < 0.1), for optically thicker (t > 0.5),
and for all cloud. Up to the main convective outflow level,
clouds are predominantly optically thicker, whereas above
(i.e., in the TTL) they are predominantly optically thin.
Total cloud fractions between 20S and 20N are 0.05% at
18.5 km, 0.5% at 18.0 km, and 5% at 17.0 km [Fu et al.,
2007]. Figure 9c shows cloud occurrence frequency of
opaque and subvisible cirrus obtained from SAGE II
averaged between 10S and 10N. The differences to the
CALIPSO profiles are in part a consequence of different
thresholds for optical depths and the narrower latitude belt
and in part due to differences in viewing geometry and
sensitivity (SAGE II is very sensitive even to thinnest
clouds).
2.6. Isotopologues
[39] About 0.03% of atmospheric water vapor consists of
deuterated water (HDO), and 0.2% consists of H218O.
These isotopologues have a lower vapor pressure than
H2O. Consequently, they tend to preferentially condense
which can be used to deduce information about dehydration
processes.
Figure 9. (a) Zonal mean cloud occurrence frequency
(data for June 2006 to February 2007). (b) Profiles of 20S–
20N cloud occurrence frequency for t < 0.1 (thin line), t >
0.5 (thick line), and all (dashed line) clouds. Data for
Figures 9a and 9b are from Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infra-
red Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) [Winker
et al., 2007], adapted from Fu et al. [2007]. (c) Profiles
(10S–10N) of cloud occurrence frequency from Strato-
spheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE II) for optic-
ally thick (thick line) and subvisual cirrus (thin line). (Updated
from Wang et al. [1996].)
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OSIRIS
Figure 3.16: ( ) Mean cloud occurrence frequency ve sus altitude for data from June 2006
to Febru ry 2007 as measured by (left) CALIPSO using profiles from 20°S to 20°N, adapted
from Fu et al. (2007), and (right) SAGE II with profiles from 10°S to 10°N, updated from
Wang et al. (1996); extracted from Fueglistaler et al. (2009) and reproduced by permission
of American Geophysical Union. (b) Mean cloud occurrence frequency versus altitude as
measured by OSIRIS from June 2006 to June 2007. The latitudinal bands are defined in
Table 3.1.
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thick (thick line) and subvisual cirrus (thin line) and is updated from Wang et al. (1996). Although
both instruments demonstrate thinner cirrus clouds occur within the TTL and opaque clouds occur
at lower altitudes, the curves illustrating the occurrence frequencies do not agree well. The τ < 0.03
thin line from the right-hand SAGE II plot should be contained within the τ < 0.1 thin line from
the left-hand CALIPSO plot. According to Fueglistaler et al. (2009), the differences between the
CALIPSO and SAGE II occurrence frequencies are partly due to the dissimilar viewing geometries
of the instruments and to the different optical depth thresholds. SAGE II is very sensitive to thin
clouds. Figure 3.16(b) demonstrates the cloud top occurrence frequency from OSIRIS measurements
between June 2006 and June 2007. Upon visual inspection, the shapes of the tropical latitudinal
curves agree nicely with the SAGE II thin cirrus curve. This result is encouraging especially because
the two instruments have similar viewing geometries. OSIRIS detected roughly 10% more cirrus
clouds than SAGE II possibly because of a higher limb viewing sensitivity. This result leads to a
confirmation of the theory presented in Fueglistaler et al. (2009).
Figure 3.17(a) shows the global distribution of cirrus cloud occurrence frequency between 1985
to 1990 as measured by SAGE II at three altitude slices: 12.5, 14.5, and 16.5 km. This figure
can be compared to Figure 3.11. Note, however, that the data used in these figure do not cover
the same time period, so differences are to be expected. The comparison between figures must be
carried out with care as the figures using CALIPSO and SAGE II data are produced on an absolute
altitude scale while the OSIRIS analysis utilizes an altitude scale relative to the local tropopause.
The OSIRIS analysis is carried out in this way to compensate how the tropopause height falls in
altitude as the poles are approached, as shown in Figure 2.3. In order to make a direct comparison,
Figure 3.18 shows the global distribution of cirrus cloud top occurrence frequency as measured by
OSIRIS at discrete altitude layers; that is the plots were generated using an absolute altitude scale
rather than a relative scale to the local tropopause altitude. Similarly, the six-year average zonal
mean occurrence frequency distribution of SAGE II subvisual clouds is shown in Figure 3.17(b) and
can be compared to Figure 3.12. In agreement between Figures 3.12, 3.16, 3.17(b), and 3.18, the
maximum cirrus cloud occurrence is between 14 and 15 km altitude within the tropical latitudinal
band. While there are differences between CALIPSO, SAGE II, and OSIRIS measurements, the
general positions and magnitudes of the maxima and minima cloud occurrence frequencies occur in
relatively close agreement.
Figure 3.19 shows the seasonal cloud occurrence frequency distributions from SAGE II observa-
tions between 1985 to 1990 and is analogous to Figures 3.13 and 3.14. The cloud maximum during
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the summer season over India and southern China coincides with the active convection system as-
sociated with the Indian summer monsoons. Also, the subvisual cloud maximum occurring over
Micronesia, namely around 120° longitude near the equator, shifts latitudinally with the seasons;
it shifts toward India and southern China then intensifies during June to August, then migrates
southeast to Indonesia during September to November and December to February.
To assure adequate sampling, Wang et al. (1996) average six years of SAGE II occultation data
together to obtain results shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.19. Since OSIRIS captures enough sampling
to form seasonal and yearly figures, an average figure representing multiple years of data is not
necessary and an analysis can be made on a yearly basis. Figure 3.20 shows the yearly average
cloud top occurrence frequency of clouds detected by OSIRIS in a three-kilometer layer below the
local tropopause for the years 2005-2006, 2006-2007, 2007-2008, and 2008-2009, where each year
begins in June. Here again, there are clear maxima cloud occurrences over Indonesia, the Congo
rainforest in Africa, and over Central American rainforests and the Amazon and minima bands
along ±30° latitude corresponding to the dry downwelling on the edge of the Hadley cells.
Wang et al. (1996) infer interpretations regarding STE and the dehydration processes of the
stratosphere. From the SAGE II solar occultation measurements, Wang et al. (1996) explain how
the dryness of the stratosphere is maintained by the cold trap dehydration mechanism. Here,
tropospheric air passing into the stratosphere is dehydrated as the cool temperatures near the
tropopause enforce the formation of clouds and precipitation effectively removing moisture from
the air. They reason that regions subject to the cold trap dehydration mechanism coincide with
regions having intense cloud activity. Furthermore, “the correspondence of the subvisual clouds to
times and locations favorable to the cirrus formation is not surprising. It provides evidence that
subvisual clouds are related either directly or indirectly to the development of ordinary cirrus clouds
or cumulonimbus anvils” (Wang et al., 1996).
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(a) Subvisual cloud occurrence frequency by SAGE II
(b) Zonal subvisual cloud occurrence by SAGE II
Figure 3.17: (a) Global distribution, and (b) zonal average distribution between 1985 to
1990 of SAGE II subvisual cloud occurrence frequency; extracted from Wang et al. (1996)
and reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union.
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Plate 4. Seasonal variations of the latitude-longitude istributions of the SAGE II subvisual cloud occurrence 
frequency at different altitudes. 
the troposphere xpands vertically by about 1 km, the OC 
diminishes slightly. The OCs occur less frequently at all 
altitudes between 30 ON and 70 ON during the fall. The seasonal 
variability in the southern middle and high latitudes 
(70øS-30øS) mirrors the variations in the northern middle and 
high latitudes. The OCs occur more often during the austral 
spring and summer than other seasons. Although the winter 
disturbances due to long waves in the southern hemisphere are 
less intense than in the northern hemisphere, the enhanced 
longitudinal variations of the OC occurrence in winter are 
noticeable. Such a seasonal variation in the longitudinal 
distribution is also evident in the subvisual clouds. The 
Figure 3.19: (a) Global seasonal distribution of SAGE II subvisual cloud occurrence fre-
quency between 1985 to 1990; extracted from Wang et al. (1996) and reproduced by permission
of American Geophysical Union.
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Chapter 4
Case Studies
The cloud detection technique developed in Chapter 3 is used in the following three case studies.
The first study aims at connecting cloud occurrence frequencies to the distribution of water vapour
in the lower stratosphere and is based on Dessler (2009). The interchange between transport
and freeze-drying controls the water vapour balance within the stratosphere (Read et al., 2008).
Therefore, the formation of clouds can either contribute to the hydration or to the dehydration of
the stratosphere. OSIRIS cloud detections along with water vapour measurements from the ACE
instrument are used to confirm the measurements presented by Dessler (2009).
The second study makes use of the cloud detection technique to eliminate cloud-containing scans
as to identify an ATAL in support of Vernier et al. (2011). The recently discovered presence of
the ATAL accentuates the involvement deep convection has with the transport of aerosols into the
upper atmosphere. The study undertaken as part of this work suggests the aerosol layer exhibits a
diurnal cycle, which may be tied to the formation of cloud condensation nuclei from sulfur dioxide,
as proposed by Laaksonen et al. (2000).
Finally, the cloud detection technique is applied to track the volcanic plume emitted from the
Sarychev volcano eruption on 12 June 2009. Ash and dust in the volcanic plume cause enhanced
scattering that can be detected and located in altitude using the limb technique. Tracking and
monitoring volcanic plumes using satellite-derived data proves to be an effective way to mitigate
aviation hazards.
4.1 Cloud Top Fraction and Connection to Water Vapour
Dynamical processes govern the chemical composition of the UTLS. The mechanisms responsible
for the formation of clouds have a significant impact on the abundance of species, especially water
vapour, in the stratosphere.
Water vapour is a prominent greenhouse gas and consequently has a significant effect on atmo-
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spheric circulation through its involvement in the redistribution of energy and latent heat exchanges
(Schneider et al., 2010). Stratospheric water vapour is critical in determining stratospheric chem-
istry (Kirk-Davidoff et al., 1999) and the radiative balance at the tropopause level (de F. Forster
and Shine, 1999). An increase in stratospheric water vapour warms the troposphere and cools the
stratosphere (Solomon et al., 2010) through more longwave emissions to space (Flury et al., 2012).
Stratospheric water vapour and the formation of clouds result from convective processes and
vertical transport. Within the tropics, deep convection can extend into the stratosphere (Alcala
and Dessler , 2002; Gettelman et al., 2002) and is critical in determining the chemical composition
of stratospheric air, including the abundance of trace species (Dessler , 2002). As Brewer (1949)
recognized from observing the reduced concentration of water vapour in the lower stratosphere, air
is dehydrated and clouds are created as it is transported upward through the cold-point tropopause.
The accepted understanding of transport in the lower stratosphere, namely the region above
the tropopause in the extratropics and below the 380 K potential temperature level (Hoskins, 1991;
Holton et al., 1995), as in Figure 2.3, is that air is carried horizontally and isentropically through
the tropical tropopause and vertically through slow downwelling of stratospheric air. Extratropical
convection affects the lowermost stratosphere (Roach, 1967; Poulida et al., 1996; Fischer et al., 2003;
Hegglin et al., 2004; Hess, 2005), albeit its impact is subtle (Holton et al., 1995). Convection driven
by fossil fuel burning can also reach the overworld (Fromm et al., 2000; Fromm and Servranckx ,
2003; Wang , 2003; Jost et al., 2004; Livesey et al., 2004), that is the region beyond the 380 K
potential temperature level.
The reciprocity between transport and freeze-drying regulates the amount of water vapour lofted
into the stratosphere (Read et al., 2008). Work by Grosvenor et al. (2007), Corti et al. (2008), and
Yang et al. (2010) propose overshooting convection will radiatively lift water vapour into the strato-
sphere. Consequently, stratospheric water vapour and the growth of clouds are tied to convective
processes and vertical ascent. Yet the question remains: Does the formation of clouds in the UTLS
contribute to the hydration or to the dehydration of the stratosphere? By obtaining an understand-
ing of cloud formation, a clearer picture outlining the distributions of trace species, such as water
vapour, and the transport of air between the troposphere and the stratosphere can be achieved.
Using the CALIPSO cloud measurements, Dessler (2009) quantified the occurrence of clouds
in the UTLS and correlated their presence with the water vapour distribution using measurements
solely from the summertime nighttime northern hemisphere. Nighttime measurements were used
because the signature of thin cirrus is too weak to reliably measure when the lidar signal is con-
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taminated by sunlight. Thus, since daytime measurements were excluded from this analysis, the
diurnal cycle of cloud formation and distribution changes are not captured in this study. Cloud
measurements between June to September 2007 and 2008 were used because this corresponds to
the time of year when convection is most likely to reach into the extratropical stratosphere.
Dessler (2009) showed there are high occurrences of clouds over regions where there is intense
convective activity. In particular, there are strong maxima over the Asian monsoon and over Central
America. He noted the zonal variability in cloud occurrence decreases with increasing latitude. This
is shown in Figure 4.1(a) where the percent of cloud top observations per kilometer as observed by
CALIPSO is plotted for longitude-altitude segments for three latitude ranges: 25°N to 30°N, 40°N to
45°N, and 55°N to 60°N. This figure is extracted from Dessler (2009). The thick black lines outline
the tropopause altitude as obtained from the Goddard Earth Observing System Model (GEOS)
version 5 reanalysis data, which is a combination of the lapse rate tropopause at low latitudes and
the dynamical tropopause at middle and high latitudes. For comparison, Figure 4.1(b) shows the
cloud top occurrence frequency as measured by OSIRIS using the cloud top detection technique
developed in the previous chapter. The altitude-longitude slices correspond to the 22.5°N to 30°N,
37.5°N to 45°N, and 52.5°N to 60°N latitudinal ranges. The thick black lines show the tropopause
height in accordance with the WMO definition based on calculated lapse rates from reanalysis
NCEP data.
The agreement between the data sets is quite good. The shapes and longitudinal positions of the
cloud maxima over the Asian monsoon and over Central America occur in relatively close agreement.
At high latitudes, the cloud distribution is somewhat even over all longitudes. However, the features
in Figure 4.1(b) occur at lower altitudes relative to the tropopause than those in Figure 4.1(a),
which can be attributed to two reasons. First, the instruments have different vertical resolutions;
OSIRIS and CALIPSO have approximately 2 and 0.5 km vertical resolutions, respectively. Thus,
CALIPSO’s enhanced resolution allows positioning cloud detections vertically with greater accuracy.
Second, OSIRIS measurements are subjected to a limb viewing bias from detecting clouds on the
near or far side of the tangent point. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, a cloud detected on the far
side of the tangent point is recorded at the altitude of the tangent point, namely at altitude z1.
However, the detected cloud is actually positioned at a higher altitude z2 > z1 as its location is
shifted latitudinally relative to the location of the tangent point, hence introducing a limb viewing
bias. Successive measurements made by OSIRIS are spaced on average 2 to 2.5 km vertically, so on
average this effect will lower the measured OSIRIS distribution by approximately 1 km.
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is close to the tropopause. In addition, cloud tops are higher
above the Asian monsoon: the 0.1% contour is about 2 km
or 30 K higher there than over Central America.
[13] Deep convection falls off rapidly with latitude in the
Asian monsoon region, while dropping off more slowly
with latitude over Central and North America. Thus, from
35N to 40N, the 0.1% contour extends to 18 km or 390 K
over both Asia and North America. And from 40N to
45N, the 0.1% contour extends about 1 km or 15 K higher
over North America than over Asia. Dessler and Sherwood
[2004] argued that the extension of stratosphere-penetrating
convection to higher latitudes over North America had
important implications for the water vapor distribution in
the summertime extratropical lower stratosphere, a point
that will be picked up later in this paper.
[14] At higher latitudes, the zonal variability disappears.
From 45N to 70N, the 0.1% contour is located around
14 km or 370 K at all longitudes, the 2% contour is located
around 13 km or 355 K, and other contours also remain
approximately fixed in altitude with longitude. This
explains why the fraction of cloud tops found above the
tropopause (Figure 1b) tends to increase with latitude: the
distribution of cloud tops in q remains reasonably fixed, but
the tropopause descends with increasing latitude, leading to
larger numbers of clouds being seen above the tropopause
with increasing latitude.
[15] Figure 3 is similar to the SAGE II cloud distribution
plotted in Figure 4 of Wang et al. [1996]. At low latitudes
(20N plot of Figure 4 of Wang et al.), there is a dominant
maximum over Asia, with a lesser maximum over North
America. At higher latitudes (50N plot of Figure 4 of Wang
et al.), the SAGE II data also show little longitudinal
preference for cloud occurrence.
[16] Figure 5 shows latitude-height slices of cloud top
occurrence for longitudes around the Asian Monsoon
(Figure 5a) and around North America (Figure 5b),
constructed from 2008 data (we limit the data to 2008 here
to facilitate comparison with water vapor data in the next
section). The two sectors show general similarities, with
cloud top occurrence contours by and large following the
tropopause. Figures 5a and 5b also show maxima near
the low-latitude tropopause. Over Asia, this maximum is
associated with the Asian Monsoon, while over North
America it occurs near regions of intense convection over
Central America. Figures 5a and 5b show strong similarities
to the SAGE II observations (Figures 2 and 3 of Wang et al.
[1996]), suggesting that the general features of the
distribution are robust features of the atmosphere.
[17] Figure 5c shows the absolute difference between the
frequencies in Figures 5a and 5b (absolute difference means
that a difference between 7% and 10% is 3%), with positive
anomalies corresponding to higher frequencies in the Asian
sector. At low latitudes, a positive maximum centered on
17 km shows that cloud tops at this altitude are more
frequent over Asia, while large negative values centered at
14 km show that cloud tops at this altitude are more frequent
over Central America. This arrangement is consistent with
more vigorous and deeper convection over the Asian
Figure 3. Percent of observations that show a cloud top, in percent/km. Each plot contains data from a
single latitude range. The thick line is the average tropopause. Data were obtained from June, July,
August, and September 2007–2008.
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Figure 4.1: Percent of cloud top observations per kilometer as observed by (a) CALIPSO,
which is extracted from Dessler (2009) and reproduced by permission of American Geophysical
Union, and (b) OSIRIS from June to September 2007 and 2008. The thick black lines outline
the tropopause altitude.
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OSIRIS/Odin
Atmosphere
Line of Sight
z1z2
Earth
Figure 4.2: Cloud measurement on the far side of the tangent point.
Also evident in Figure 4.1, the tropopause height falls in altitude with increasing latitude.
Dessler (2009) showed convection falls off more slowly with latitude over Central America than
it does over the Asian monsoon. He further explained that the number of cloud tops seen above
the tropopause increases with latitude because the cloud top distribution in potential temperature
remains fixed while the tropopause height descends with increasing latitude.
In an effort to compare the dominant convective regions, Dessler (2009) computed the zonal
average cloud top fraction as a function of latitude for two sectors, one ranging from 45° to 145°
longitude covering the Asian sector, and a second ranging from 235° to 305° longitude covering
the North American sector. That is, longitudinal slices from the cloud top observation maps were
selected and averaged across the longitude dimension as to obtain the mean altitude-latitude cloud
top distributions, or zonal average distributions. Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(c) show the zonal average
cloud top fraction in percent for the Asian and North American sectors, respectively, from June
to September 2008 of CALIPSO cloud measurements and are extracted from Dessler (2009). The
zonal average cloud top fraction as measured by OSIRIS using the technique developed here was
also computed for the Asian and North American sectors and are shown in Figures 4.3(b) and
4.3(d), respectively. The thick black lines trace the tropopause altitude following the descriptions
above. The sectors are, generally speaking, similar because the contour lines follow the tropopause
level and the maxima cloud top frequency occur at tropical latitudes. Again, the features measured
by OSIRIS in both sectors are approximately 2 km lower than those measured by CALIPSO as a
result of the different vertical resolutions and the limb viewing bias.
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A quantitative comparison between the two sectors is presented in Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b),
which show the straight difference between these two sectors. Positive anomalies correspond to
higher frequencies in the Asian sector. At tropical latitudes, the positive maximum near the
tropopause and the negative maximum below correspond to higher cloud top occurrence frequencies
in the Asian and North American sectors, respectively. In agreement with Dunkerton (1995), the
convection system over the Asian monsoon is higher and deeper relative to that over Central Amer-
ica. At mid-latitudes, the converse is true: the negative anomaly at the tropopause level confirms
the observation from Figure 4.1 where convection falls off more slowly in the North American sector
than it does in the Asian sector. Finally, at high latitudes, the positive maximum shows there are
higher cloud top occurrence frequencies in the Asian sector.
In a similar manner, the zonally averaged water vapour mixing ratio for the Asian and the North
American sectors between June to September 2008 were plotted. These are shown in Figure 4.5(a)
where the top and bottom plots correspond to the Asian and North American sectors, respectively.
In this work, water vapour measurements from the ACE solar occultation satellite are used. ACE is
a Canadian satellite and its mission is to further our understanding in the dynamical and chemical
processes involved with the ozone distribution in the stratosphere. ACE was launched August
2003 and flies in a circular polar orbit near 650 km altitude with a 74° inclination while capturing
measurements in the tropical, mid-latitude, and high latitude bands, specifically between 85°S
to 85°N. A Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTS) is onboard ACE. ACE-FTS operates
from 750 to 4400 cm−1 with resolution 0.02 cm−1 and measures the vertical profiles of trace gases,
including water vapour, and temperature with a 3 to 4 km vertical resolution from cloud tops up
to around 150 km (Bernath et al., 2005). In Figure 4.5(a), the mixing ratio at the tropopause
level increases with latitude as the tropopause height falls in altitude with latitude. Generally, the
water vapour contour lines follow isentropic levels. There is no outstanding difference between the
distributions of the two sectors.
Figure 4.5(b) shows the straight difference in the zonal average water vapour mixing ratio dis-
tributions between the Asian and the North American sectors where positive anomalies correspond
to higher mixing ratios in the Asian sector. The top image is the difference between the plots in
Figure 4.5(a) from ACE-FTS water vapour data while the bottom plot is the analogous difference
using measurements from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) reported in Dessler (2009).
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around the midlatitude tropopause, where water vapor
mixing ratios over North America are more than 20% higher
than over Asia.
[23] This region of enhanced water vapor over North
America matches closely the region where cloud top
frequency over North America exceeds that over Asia
(Figure 5c). This is consistent with the work of Dessler
and Sherwood [2004], who concluded that enhanced
convection over North America leads to injection of cloud
ice into a region of low RH in the stratosphere, where cloud
ice evaporates and leads to enhanced water vapor. A similar
correlation between enhanced cloud occurrence and water is
seen between 60N and 70N and just above the tropopause.
[24] In the low-latitude stratosphere, on the other hand,
there appears to be little correlation between cloud top
frequency anomaly (Figure 5c) and water vapor mixing
ratio anomaly (Figure 6c). In fact, there are hints of an
anticorrelation: collocated with the low-latitude cloud top
frequency anomaly maximum is a slight negative water
anomaly. One explanation for this slight anticorrelation is
that the cloud top anomaly maximum is also region of high
RH (Figure 6b), so while much ice is lofted by convection
into this region, the high RH will prevent evaporating, and
convection will therefore have little effect on water vapor
mixing ratio there.
[25] In order to better understand the cause-and-effect
relationship between clouds and water vapor, I have merged
the MLS and CALIPSO data in order to calculate the
difference between water vapor when clouds are present
and absent. Because of the differing viewing geometries of
the instruments, merging the CALIPSO and MLS measure-
ments requires some care. In this analysis, for every
nighttime MLS measurement, we find all CALIPSO 5 km
retrievals that are within 15 km of the MLS tangent point
(about six CALIPSO points) and take these to be a set of
coincident measurements. Then for each coincident CALIPSO
footprint, we integrate the cloud extinction over a 1.5 km
Figure 5. Cloud top fraction (in percent) and average
tropopause (thick line) height as a function of latitude for
(a) the Asian sector (45145 longitude) and (b) the North
American sector (235305), and (c) absolute difference
between Figures 5a and 5b, with positive values corresponding
to higher values in the Asian sector, and zonal average
tropopause (thick line). Data were obtained from June, July,
August, and September 2008.
Figure 6. (a) Zonal average water vapor mixing ratio (in
parts per million by volume), (b) zonal average relative
humidity (in percent), and (c) percent difference in water
vapor mixing ratio between the Asian and North American
sectors, with positive values corresponding to higher values
in the Asian sector. The thick line is the zonal average
tropopause. Data were obtained from June, July, August,
and September 2008.
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Figure 4.4: The straight difference in the zon l averag cloud top fraction between the
Asian and the North American sectors with positive values corresponding to higher values in
the Asia sector from June to September 2008. Figure 4.4(a) was obtained using CALIPSO
measurement and is extracted from Dessler (2009) and reproduced by permission of American
Geophysical Union and Figure 4.4(b) was obtained using the cloud detection technique from
OSIRIS measurements. The thick black lines outline the average tropopause altitude.
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around the midlatitude tropopause, where water vapor
mixing ratios over North America are more than 20% higher
than over Asia.
[23] This region of enhanced water vapor over North
America matches closely the region where cloud top
frequency over North America exceeds that over Asia
(Figure 5c). This is consistent with the work of Dessler
and Sherwood [2004], who concluded that enhanced
convection over North America leads to injection of cloud
ice into a region of low RH in the stratosphere, where cloud
ice evaporates and leads to enhanced water vapor. A similar
correlation between enhanced cloud occurrence and water is
seen between 60N and 70N and just above the tropopause.
[24] In the low-latitude stratosphere, on the other hand,
there appears to be little correlation between cloud top
frequency anomaly (Figure 5c) and water vapor mixing
ratio anomaly (Figure 6c). In fact, there are hints of an
anticorrelation: collocated with the low-latitude cloud top
frequency anomaly maximum is a slight negative water
anomaly. One explanation for this slight anticorrelation is
that the cloud top anomaly maximum is also region of high
RH (Figure 6b), so while much ice is lofted by convection
into this region, the high RH will prevent evaporating, and
convection will therefore have little effect on water vapor
mixing ratio there.
[25] In order to better understand the cause-and-effect
relationship between clouds and water vapor, I have merged
the MLS and CALIPSO data in order to calculate the
difference between water vapor when clouds are present
and absent. Because of the differing viewing geometries of
the instruments, merging the CALIPSO and MLS measure-
ments requires some care. In this analysis, for every
nighttime MLS measurement, we find all CALIPSO 5 km
retrievals that are within 15 km of the MLS tangent point
(about six CALIPSO points) and take these to be a set of
coincident measurements. Then for each coincident CALIPSO
footprint, we integrate the cloud extinction over a 1.5 km
Figure 5. Cloud top fraction (in percent) and average
tropopause (thick line) height as a function of latitude for
(a) the Asian sector (45145 longitude) and (b) the North
American sector (235305), and (c) absolute difference
between Figures 5a and 5b, with positive values corresponding
to higher values in the Asian sector, and zonal average
tropopause (thick line). Data were obtained from June, July,
August, and September 2008.
Figure 6. (a) Zonal average water vapor mixing ratio (in
parts per million by volume), (b) zonal average relative
humidity (in percent), and (c) percent difference in water
vapor mixing ratio between the Asian and North American
sectors, with positive values corresponding to higher values
in the Asian sector. The thick line is the zonal average
tropopause. Data were obtained from June, July, August,
and September 2008.
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Figure 4.6: Zonal average relative humidity in percent from June to September 2008; ex-
tracted from Dessler (2009) and reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union.
The thick black lines outline the average tropopause altitude.
MLS is onboard NASA’s Aura satellite. The satellite was launched July 2004 and flies in a sun-
synchronous orbit at approximately 705 km altitude with a 98° inclination providing a 82°S to 82°N
latitudinal coverage. Aura has an ascending north-bound equatorial crossing at 1345 h local time
and has a 98.8 min orbit. The MLS instrument consists of five radiometers at 118, 190, 240, 640,
and 2500 GHz and its field f view scans the limb of the atmosp er whil observing millimeter- and
submillimeter-wavelength thermal emissions. The MLS has a forward look-direction, that is its field
of view is pointed in the forward direction of orbital motion (Waters et al., 2006). Vertical water
vapour profiles are retrieved in the UTLS region about every 1.5 km where measurements have a
vertical resolution of 2 to 3 km, a horizontal along-track resolution near 300 km, and an accuracy
between 10 to 20% (Dessler , 2009).
The plots in Figure 4.5(b) exhibit similar features with higher zonal average water vapour mixing
ratio in the Asian sector than in the North American sector below the tropopause at low latitudes.
At mid-latitudes, the zonal average water vapour mixing ratio is nearly 20% higher in the North
American sector than it is in the Asian sector, consistent with Gettelman et al. (2004).
In Figure 4.6, Dessler (2009) demonstrates the zonal average relative humidity in percent from
June to September 2008. Relative humidity was computed from GEOS temperature fields and is
high in the troposphere and low in the stratosphere. Within the stratosphere, relative humidity
is higher at lower latitudes than it is at higher latitudes because of the low temperatures there;
temperature increases with latitude in the stratosphere so relative humidity consequently decreases.
Dessler (2009) made an important connection between cloud top occurrences, water vapour
mixing ratio, relative humidity, and the process of dehydration of air entering the stratosphere.
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He showed that at low latitudes, enhanced cloud occurrences and high water vapour mixing ratio
are anticorrelated, especially in the Asian sector where there is intense convective activity. Dessler
(2009) attributed this disassociation to the high relative humidity occurring in regions of maximum
cloud top occurrences, which prevents ice lofted by convection to evaporate and encourages in situ
formation of clouds. Hence, convection has little effect on water vapour mixing ratio there. At
mid-latitudes, regions of high cloud occurrences and high water vapour mixing ratio are closely
matched. Here, deep convection over Central America drives cloud ice into the stratosphere where
the relative humidity is low, allowing the cloud ice to evaporate leading to enhanced water vapour.
In summary, the effect clouds have on water vapour is largely controlled by relative humidity. At low
latitudes, in-situ formation of clouds in regions of high relative humidity reduces the water vapour
mixing ratio and possibly leads to irreversible dehydration (Dessler , 2009). At middle and high
latitudes, clouds are highly correlated with convection and tend to moisten (Dessler and Sherwood ,
2004) as cloud ice evaporates in regions of low relative humidity and consequently increases water
vapour. OSIRIS cloud detections and ACE water vapour measurements developed as part of this
work show a similar result and lend further credence to this theory.
4.2 Asian Tropopause Aerosol Layer
The TTL is often regarded as a gateway for tropospheric air entering the stratosphere (Holton et al.,
1995; Fueglistaler et al., 2009). This route, however, is not exclusive because the Asian monsoonal
circulation, consisting of a large anticyclone driven by deep and vigorous convection, provides an
additional course (Gettelman et al., 2004; Randel et al., 2010). Anthropogenic atmospheric sulfur
from Asia is transported into the lower stratosphere through monsoonal convection; the anticyclone
advects boundary layer air vertically and horizontally into the upper atmosphere (Randel and Park ,
2006). Transport of anthropogenic and volcanic species to higher altitudes through the anticyclone
can potentially alter the chemical balance of the stratosphere and affect climate below. As Vernier
et al. (2011) question, does the Asian monsoonal circulation also carry aerosols and their gaseous
precursors to the upper atmosphere?
Vernier et al. (2011) reported the presence of an ATAL extending between eastern Mediterranean
to western China and vertically between 14 and 18 km from measurements made by CALIPSO.
Nighttime polarization measurements at 532 nm were used to detect the presence of clouds and
scans containing clouds or ice crystals, meaning those with a mean volume depolarization ratio
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Figure 4.7: Mean scattering ratio maps between 15 and 17 km at 532 nm from CALIPSO
between July and August 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009; extracted from Vernier et al. (2011)
and reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union.
greater than 5%, were removed. The remaining measurements were used to identify an aerosol
layer. Recall that the lidar takes nighttime measurements at 0130 h local time.
In their work, Vernier et al. (2011) show maps of the mean scattering ratio (SR) between 15 and
17 km altitude in July and August, which reveal the aerosol layer confined by the Asian anticyclone.
The scattering ratio is the ratio of aerosol plus molecular backscatter to the molecular alone and was
computed using the total backscatter (aerosol and molecular) from CALIPSO. Molecular backscatter
is modelled using ECMWF model density (Vernier et al., 2011).
Results extracted from Vernier et al. (2011) from July and August 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009
are shown in Figure 4.7. The mean wind fields from ECMWF are superimposed and clearly outline
the Asian anticyclone spanning between eastern Mediterranean to northern Africa and stretching
from western China to Thailand. Data within the SAA region are discarded. The mean SR shows
an aerosol layer confined within the anticyclone with SR values ranging between 1.12 and 1.18
occurring in the years 2006 to 2008. The repetitive occurrence both in time and position suggest
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Figure 4.8: Mean scattering ratio longitudinal cross section between 15° and 45° latitude at
532 nm from CALIPSO between July and August 2006, 2007, 2008, and 2009; extracted from
Vernier et al. (2011) and reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union.
the aerosol layer is likely of non-volcanic origin. However, the results for the year 2009 are quite
different; the northern hemisphere is largely saturated with volcanic aerosols. On 12 June 2009, the
Sarychev volcano, located in the Kuril Islands northeast of Japan, erupted releasing approximately
1.2 ± 0.2 Tg of volcanic sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere (Haywood et al., 2010). Interestingly, the
volcanic plume circumvents northern Asia emphasizing the isolation of the air within the anticyclone,
consistent with Park et al. (2008). Details regarding the volcanic plume follow in the next section.
Vernier et al. (2011) also show the longitudinal cross section of the SR between 15° and 45° latitude,
shown in Figure 4.8. The aerosol layer is observed between 14 and 18 km in height.
The PDF of the SR from cloud-free scans is used to understand the optical properties of the
ATAL. In Figure 4.9, Vernier et al. (2011) compare four SR distributions during the monsoon
season of July and August for every year between 2006 to 2009 to the SR distribution during a
reference period of December and January 2008 when monsoon activity was minimal. The tail of
positive SR values in the 2009 distribution is due to volcanic aerosols lingering in the atmosphere
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Figure 4.9: Probability density function of scattering ratio values for cloud-free scans taken
between 15° and 45° latitude, 15 to 17 km altitude; extracted from Vernier et al. (2011) and
reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union.
during the monsoon season. The PDFs of the scattering ratio are normally distributed and the
maxima of these peaks are the mean SR values for the corresponding seasons. The maximum SR
for distributions representing the monsoon season is approximately 1.1 and the maximum SR for
the reference season curve is below 1.05. The shift in the mean SR value occurs because the signal
is brighter due to enhanced scattering within the ATAL.
The Gaussian distributions in Figure 4.9 are analogous to the cloud-free distribution peak shown
in Figure 3.2(b). Since Vernier et al. (2011) removed scans containing clouds with polarization
measurements, only the cloud-free distribution remained. Therefore, the shift in the Gaussian
maxima between the monsoon season and the reference season demonstrates that the average SR
calculated in Figure 4.9 is not influenced by some cloudy points sifting through the sorting algorithm,
but rather due to an increase in aerosol background (Vernier et al., 2011).
To further explore the work done by Vernier et al. (2011), the mean scattering residual (R)
between 15° and 45° latitude for July and August was computed using OSIRIS limb scattered
radiance profiles measured on the descending track of Odin’s orbit at 800 nm. Note that OSIRIS
measurement on the descending track occur around 0600 h local time. The spectral wavelength of
800 nm is chosen because, as explained in Section 2.6.3, the atmosphere is optically thin down to the
troposphere at long wavelengths. The objective is to use the cloud detection technique to remove
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cloudy measurements and determine if the ATAL is detectable with limb scatter measurements.
Note that R is essentially the logarithm of SR. As in Section 3.1, the scattering residual, R, compares
the measured radiance to the molecular radiance from an aerosol- and cloud-free atmosphere. The
molecular radiance was obtained from the SASKTRAN model and an altitude normalization was
performed. Figure 4.10 shows the R longitudinal cross section distributions derived from OSIRIS
radiance measurements and SASKTRAN molecular profiles on an altitude scale relative to the local
tropopause.
In Figure 4.10(a), all scans falling within the latitudinal limits of 15° and 45° during the months
of July and August 2006, 2007, and 2008 were included; all cloud-free and cloud-containing scans
were considered. The mean scattering residual was computed as a logarithmic difference between
the normalized measured and the normalized molecular radiance profiles. That is,
R = ln
(
I˜measured
I˜modelled
)
. (3.2)
The high R regions between -125° and -75° longitude and 50° and 170° longitude correspond to the
Central American and Asian monsoon sectors, respectively. These regions, as shown previously, are
areas of intense convective activity and correspondingly have high probabilities of cloud occurrences.
Figure 4.10(b) is analogous to Figure 4.10(a), but was generated using only cloud-free scans. The
cloud detection technique described in Chapter 3 was employed to identify scans containing clouds
thus making it possible to select only those scans deemed cloud-free. Since this plot represents the
mean cloud-free R longitudinal cross section for scans between 15° and 45° latitude for July and
August 2006, 2007, and 2008, it is compared to the work done by Vernier et al. (2011) in Figure
4.8. Note that Figure 4.8 is plotted on an absolute altitude scale while Figure 4.10 is plotted on a
scale relative to the local tropopause. The high R in the stratosphere is due to the stratospheric
aerosol layer. In Figure 4.10(b), there is a subtle indication of the presence of an ATAL.
The anomaly of the cloud-free scans was computed and is shown in Figure 4.10(c). Here, the
average vertical profile from Figure 4.10(b) was subtracted from the mean cloud-free R longitudinal
cross section distribution. As a result, the ubiquitous stratospheric aerosol layer is less apparent
and protruding features are more visible. Features suggesting the presence of an ATAL appear in
Figure 4.10(c), which was generated from the same set of cloud-free scans used in Figure 4.10(b).
Similar to Figure 4.8 by Vernier et al. (2011), aerosol enhancements are seen between -150° and
-75° longitude over the Central American sector and between 10° and 125° longitude over the Asian
sector.
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Figure 4.10: The mean scattering residual longitudinal cross section between 15° and 45°
latitude for July and August 2006, 2007, and 2008 using OSIRIS limb scattered radiance
profiles measured on the descending track of Odin’s orbit at 800 nm; (a) all scans, (b) cloud-
free scans, and (c) anomaly of cloud-free scans. The mean potential temperature levels at 380
and 420 K are plotted in solid dark red. The vertical axis is shown with respect to the local
tropopause; negative values correspond to altitudes below the tropopause level.
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From the results presented in Figure 4.10(c), it is clear the cloud detection technique can be
used to identify the ATAL. The cognate yearly anomaly mean cloud-free R longitudinal cross section
distributions are shown in Figure 4.11 for the years 2006 to 2009 and are compared to the mean SR
longitudinal cross sections in Figure 4.8 from Vernier et al. (2009). Recall that R is equivalent to
the logarithm of SR, so the colour scales will not be identical. Furthermore, Figure 4.8 is plotted
on an absolute altitude scale and Figure 4.11 is plotted on a scale relative to the local tropopause.
With these differences in mind, the anomalies in the yearly plots occur in relatively close agreement.
The composition of the ATAL remains unclear. According to Vernier et al. (2011), these aerosols
are of non-volcanic origin because the ATAL occurs consistently between the years 2006 and 2008 in
July and August when there is minimal volcanic activity in roughly the same position. Also, since
profiles with a mean volume depolarization ratio greater than 5% were excluded in the analysis,
these aerosols are not ice crystals. The optical characteristics suggest these particles are spherical.
However, they could plausibly be very small aerosols with effective radius smaller than 0.1µm,
which complies with the Mie theory and T-matrix calculations (Vernier et al., 2011).
The vertical upwelling structures occurring within the convective regions over Central America
and the Asian monsoon are notable features in Figures 4.10(c) and 4.11. Consistent with Gettelman
et al. (2004) and Randel et al. (2010), these regions of deep convection, which are characterized
by large vertical ascent of air masses, channel air between the troposphere and the stratosphere.
Although the origin and nature of the ATAL is uncertain accroding to Vernier et al. (2011), its
presence underlines the involvement deep convection has in the transport of aerosols and their
precursors into the upper atmosphere.
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Figure 4.12: Normalized radiance, density, and residual profiles as a function of tangent
altitude at 532 nm.
Although these results at 800 nm are encouraging, it is important to consider results obtained
at the same wavelength used by Vernier et al. (2011), namely at 532 nm, and also results derived
from alternative viewing geometries. The work described above was repeated using OSIRIS mea-
surements during the descending track of Odin’s orbit at 532 nm, which is the wavelength measured
by CALIPSO. Here, the radiance profile in the left-hand plot of Figure 4.12 shows signs that the
atmosphere is optically thick at 532 nm down to the troposphere. Radiance profiles modelled in an
aerosol- and cloud-free atmosphere were obtained from the SASKTRAN radiative transfer model.
The radiance measured at 532 nm by OSIRIS is plotted in blue, the radiance modelled at 532 nm
by SASKTRAN is plotted in red, and the molecular density is plotted in green for reference. The
532 nm radiance profiles is attenuated down to the tropospheric level since it falls below the molec-
ular density radiance profile. This implies the optically thin atmosphere approximation no longer
holds. Clouds occurring at altitudes lower than the altitude where the atmosphere becomes opti-
cally thick are not distinguishable because the atmosphere becomes too thick to detect them. As
a result, the residual profile is essentially zero and does not show the presence of clouds. As the
cloud detection technique in Chapter 3 depends on the residual profile’s ability to characterize the
presence of clouds, a proper analysis at 532 nm was not possible with the given data set.
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The same analysis conducted with OSIRIS data at 800 nm was repeated, but with a different
viewing geometry; the solar scattering angle, Θ, of the scans was changed by using measurements
taken during the ascending track of Odin’s orbit. During the ascending track, the solar scattering
angle is closer to 60° while on the descending track, the solar scattering angle is near 120°; refer to
Figure 2.9. Also, measurements taken on the ascending track occur around 1800 h local time. This
analysis was performed separately from the descending node scans as the change in scattering angle
changes the magnitude of the scattering ratio PDFs.
One striking difference between the mean cloud containing R longitudinal cross sections of the
descending and ascending tracks, that is between Figures 4.10(a) and 4.13(a), respectively, is the
lack of a cloud high over the Asian monsoon sector in Figure 4.13(a). Since the solar scattering
angle during the ascending track is closer to the forward scattering scenario, clouds appear very
bright causing some of the pixels on the instrument to saturate. Scans measured with saturated
pixels were rejected. Thus, many of the cloud-containing scans were immediately rejected due to
an excessively bright signal and hence are not included in the figure.
Figure 4.13(b) for the ascending node is comparable to Figure 4.10(b) and represents the mean
cloud-free R longitudinal cross section. However, rather than excluding all the cloudy scans, clouds
were removed by truncating the profile downward from the altitude of the detected cloud. Therefore,
more accurately, Figure 4.13(b) shows all ascending node scans falling within the latitudinal region
of interest while neglecting portions of scans containing clouds. This alternative approach is used
because, otherwise, there are too few ascending node scans available to produce a representative
figure. Due to Odin’s orbit, fewer scans were available on the ascending track because the northern
hemisphere was in darkness at the ascending node local time. Notice how the colour scales in
Figures 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) are identical and how the details within the stratospheric aerosol layer
are the same yet the cloud maxima are removed within the troposphere.
Finally, the anomaly of Figure 4.13(b) was computed and is shown in Figure 4.13(c). In these
results, the presence of an ATAL is unclear. The lack of a strong ATAL at the tropopause level
above the Asian monsoon region suggests the aerosol layer experiences a diurnal cycle as traces
of the ATAL are seen in the early morning and not in the evening; the ATAL is visible in Figure
4.10(c) during the descending track, namely at 0600 h, and is not present in Figure 4.13(c) during
the ascending track, at 1800h.
Laaksonen et al. (2000) present interesting work on the formation of cloud condensation nuclei
from sulfur dioxide, SO2, which provides a possible explanation for the sulfuric origin of the ATAL.
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(c) Anomaly of cloud-free scans
Figure 4.13: The mean scattering residual longitudinal cross section between 15° and 45°
latitude for July and August 2006 and 2007 using OSIRIS limb scattered radiance profiles
measured on the ascending track of Odin’s orbit at 800 nm; (a) all scans, (b) cloud-free scans,
and (c) anomaly of cloud-free scans. The mean potential temperature levels at 380 and 420 K
are plotted in solid dark red. The vertical axis is shown with respect to the local tropopause;
negative values correspond to altitudes below the tropopause level.
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The meteorological, chemical, and microphysical states of the upper troposphere make this altitude
ideal for the formation of new particles. Photochemical reactions occur with relatively strong
intensity, low temperatures encourage condensation, and homogeneous nucleations accumulate as
a result of high supersaturation and low concentration of condensational sinks (Laaksonen et al.,
2000).
Stratospheric aerosols are primarily sulfuric-based (Junge et al., 1961; Turco et al., 1979, 1982).
Gaseous sulfuric acid, H2SO4, results from a series of chemical reactions initially involving sulfur
dioxide:
SO2 +OH +M → HSO3 +M (4.1)
HSO3 +O2 → SO3 +HO2 (4.2)
SO3 +H2O +M → H2SO4 +M (4.3)
The occurrence of the first reaction is regulated by hydroxyl, OH, because it is photochemically
produced.
According to the model in Laaksonen et al. (2000), H2SO4 is produced as of 0700 h local time
once the OH molecules are available and its concentration reaches a maximum around 1300 h.
Come evening, the production of H2SO4 ceases as the OH radicals are no longer abundant. Due
to nucleation and coagulation, the concentration of gaseous sulfuric acid falls to zero as the particle
size of sulfuric aerosol increases. The nighttime concentration of gaseous H2SO4 is four orders
of magnitude smaller than afternoon concentrations. Over time, the particles grow by bonding to
water molecules. The newly formed H2SO4 droplets are of suitable size to act as cloud condensation
nuclei (Laaksonen et al., 2000).
During the OSIRIS ascending node measurement at 1800 h, the sulfuric aerosol mean radius is
less than 3 nm since it has not had sufficient time to grow. Referring back to Section 2.4.1, the size
parameter, x ≡ 2piaλ , of such particles falls within the Rayleigh scattering regime at 800 nm, where
a and λ are the particle radius and wavelength, respectively, and the aerosols are washed into the
molecular background distribution. However, during the OSIRIS descending node measurements
at 0600 h, the particles have coagulated and grown such that the mean radius falls well within the
Mie scattering regime. Once the droplets are large enough to assume the role of cloud condensation
nuclei, they form cirrus clouds and fall within the cloudy condition in the cloud detection tech-
nique. Therefore, based on the observed diurnal cycle, speculations that the ATAL can possibly be
composed of coagulated sulfuric aerosol are plausible.
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4.3 Volcanic Plume Tracking
Volcano eruptions with a Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) greater than 4 or 5 have the potential to
inject volcanic mass, such as sulfur dioxide, SO2, into the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.
According to Newhall and Self (1982), eruptions with VEI 4 and 5 have definite and significant
injections into the stratosphere, respectively. Within the last 50 years, the largest three eruptions
are Agung in 1963 on the West coast of Bali, Indonesia with VEI 5, El Chicho´n in 1982 in Chiapas,
Mexico with VEI 5, and Mount Pinatubo in 1991 in Luzon, Philippines with VEI 6 (Haywood et al.,
2010), although Newhall and Self (1982) include Mount St. Helen in 1980 in Washington, United
States with VEI 5 as a fourth.
Robock (2000) presents a comprehensive overview of the climate response to volcanic eruptions.
The most abundant gases released during an eruption are water vapour, H2O, carbon dioxide, CO2,
nitrogen gas, N2, and sulfuric species. Sulfur gases, such as sulfur dioxide, SO2, are injected into
the atmosphere and are converted into sulfuric aerosol, namely H2SO4, through oxidation; refer to
Reactions 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 (Stockwell and Calvert , 1983; Margitan, 1984; Pinto et al., 1989; Zhao et al.,
1995; SPARC , 2006). The atmospheric lifetimes of volcanic gaseous species from smaller eruptions
leading to tropospheric injections are about a week and the climatic response is insipid (Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006). Stratospheric e-folding residency times for larger eruptions are roughly a year
(Budyko, 1977; Stenchikov et al., 1998; Robock , 2000; Gao et al., 2007) and the subsequent climate
effects can be substantial and last for multiple years (Robock , 2000). Aerosol clouds tend to cool
the surface of the Earth and the troposphere by increasing albedo and reflectivity of shortwave
solar radiation to space, which inevitably heats the stratosphere through the absorption of both
solar and terrestrial radiation. Detectable climatic responses vary in intensity according to the
geographical position of the volcano, the time of year and magnitude of the eruption, seasonal
fluctuations in isolation patterns, and the deposition rates of sulfuric species (Kravitz and Robock ,
2011). Tropical eruptions lead to larger heating in the tropics than at higher latitudes, which
manifests a pole-to-equator temperature gradient (Robock , 2000). Furthermore, aerosol clouds
provide surfaces whereupon heterogeneous chemical reactions occur and lead to the destruction of
stratospheric ozone. Consequently, ultraviolet absorption is reduced as well as lower stratospheric
heating.
Volcanic eruptions have repercussions on more than just climate and temperature; aviation is
also impacted. Volcanic ash can damage navigation systems, clog sensors, restrict the pilot’s view,
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scratch the surface of the aircraft, and cause the engines to stall due to melted ash within (Van
Geffen et al., 2007). However, although ash and dust are the primary hazards to aviation, SO2
also poses a risk. Sulfur dioxide leads to the production of sulfuric acid, which is corrosive and
damages the aircraft surface and windows. Sulfate deposits within the engines block cooling holes
and cause overheating (Bernard and Rose, 1990; Casadevall et al., 1996). The SO2 cloud need not
strictly be contained in the ash cloud. Generally, ash descends due to gravity faster than sulfur
dioxide, so a separation between the ash and SO2 clouds is not uncommon at some distance from
the eruption source (Van Geffen et al., 2007). Unfortunately, winds disperse the volcanic plume
over long distances and transport it to the jet streams wherein it is exposed to aircrafts, which use
the jet streams to reduce fuel consumptions and flight duration (Rix et al., 2009).
The simplest and safest way to mitigate hazards to aviation is to avoid flying near or through
the plume. Since onboard sensors cannot detect micron-size particles and because SO2 is colourless,
satellite tracking is a potential solution. Sulfur dioxide is a reliable indicator of volcanic activity.
The Support to Aviation Control Services is a service based on satellite SO2 measurements with
purpose to track volcanic eruptions and plumes in near-real time and to convey such information to
the Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers (VAACs). The VAACs then advise airlines to reroute or cancel
flights and issue alerts of the potential dangers associated with volcanic plumes (Van Geffen et al.,
2007).
Cirrus clouds and volcanic plume particle sizes are roughly on the same order of magnitude, and
both yield enhanced scattering signals when measured by OSIRIS. Hence, the scattering physics
presented in Section 2.4 applies to volcanic aerosols. In the limb viewing geometry, an OSIRIS
radiance profile will register the presence of volcanic aerosol through an enhanced scattered signal,
much like the presence of cirrus clouds shown in Figure 3.1(b). Therefore, the cloud detection
technique described in Chapter 3 is a convenient procedure that can be used to locate and track
volcanic plumes.
The Sarychev volcano located at 48°N and 153°E in the Kuril Islands underwent a sequence of
eruptions between 12 June to 19 June 2009. A small SO2 plume was first detected by the Infrared
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) alert system on 11 June, which foreshadowed future
eruptions. Multiple small plumes totalling less than 0.1 Tg of SO2 ensued until 15 June when the
first large eruption estimated at 0.5 Tg of SO2 occurred. A second large eruption was detected 16
June with an approximate emission of 0.7 Tg of SO2 for a total emission of 1.2 ± 0.2 Tg of SO2
into the lower stratosphere (Haywood et al., 2010). The 2009 Sarychev eruption ranks among the
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Figure 4.14: Two-dimensional residual probability density function with the cloud-free
threshold curve for scans within the 52.5° to 60°N latitudinal band during June 2008 (left)
and 2009 (right) at 800 nm. Traces of stratospheric-penetrating volcanic aerosols are present
in 2009 and are circled in red. The vertical axis is shown with respect to the local tropopause;
negative values correspond to altitudes below the tropopause level.
top ten largest stratospheric injections within the last half a century.
The cloud detection technique was applied to OSIRIS measurements taken in the northern
hemisphere during the month of June 2008 and 2009. Shown in Figure 4.14, the residual probability
density functions for the 52.5°N to 60°N latitudinal band compares the 2008 volcano-free scenario to
that of 2009 when Sarychev erupted. The vertical axis is shown with respect to the local tropopause.
The respective cloud-free threshold lines are overlayed and outline the distinction between the cloud-
free background molecular and the cloudy or volcanic aerosol conditions; the cloud-free and cloudy
conditions occur in the distributions to the left and to the right of the lines, respectively. In June
2009, the upper atmosphere was heavily infused with volcanic aerosol, especially ash, dust, and
sulfur dioxide and its presence is circled in red. Notice how this aerosol is detected well within the
stratosphere. At this time, the majority of the SO2 has not yet been oxidized into sulfuric aerosol,
so the detected stratospheric aerosol consists mainly of ash and dust.
Figure 4.15 shows the cloud top height with respect to the local tropopause for three weeks in
June for the years 2008 and 2009. Wherever a cloud or volcanic aerosol was detected, the altitude
and geographical location were noted. The altitude colour scale is in kilometers and is measured
with respect to the local tropopause level, so hot colours correspond to levels within the stratosphere.
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In 2008 when volcanic activity was minimal, the cloud top heights do not vary greatly and occur
at most a few kilometers above the local tropopause. At high latitudes, cloud tops occur at higher
relative altitudes compared to those in the tropics because the tropopause level falls in altitude as
latitude increases, refer to Figure 4.1. In 2009, however, the volcanic plume is clearly seen within
the stratosphere as well as its westward dispersion over time. In both years, the apparent lack of
cloud top detections around 30°N latitude is not surprising as this aligns with the edge of the Hadley
cell and the downwelling branch of the circulation.
Using IASI measurements, Haywood et al. (2010) track the SO2 plume emitted from the 2009
Sarychev volcanic eruption to estimate the amount of sulfur dioxide injected into the upper atmo-
sphere. IASI consists of a Fourier transform spectrometer onboard the MetOp-A satellite, which
was launched October 2006 into a polar sun-synchronous orbit. This nadir-viewing instrument
provides thermal outgoing radiation measurements of the Earth between 645 and 2760 cm−1 on a
global basis twice a day with a footprint of 12 km diameter and a swath width of 2200 km. IASI has
a high spectral resolution of 0.5 cm−1 and a spectral sampling of 0.25 cm−1. The instrument’s pri-
mary mission concerns meteorological applications, however its spatial coverage proves convenient
for measuring a variety of atmospheric species (Clerbaux et al., 2009), most notably for detecting
and tracking SO2 (Clarisse et al., 2008, 2010).
In Figure 4.16, the concentration of sulfuric dioxide is measured in Dobson units (DU) where
1 DU corresponds to a 10µm thick SO2 layer at standard temperature and pressure. That is, 1
DU is approximately equal to 0.0285 g of SO2 per square meter. The cloud top diffusion in Figure
4.15 and the SO2 plume dispersion in Figure 4.16 can be compared because the volcanic ash plume
and the SO2 cloud dispersion rates are roughly on the same order of magnitude. Both figures show
the plume evolving westward and remaining at middle to high latitudes. This demonstrates the
potential to use limb scatter measurements to perform altitude resolved tracking of early ash plumes
from volcanic eruptions.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
Through the development of aeronomy and remote sensing techniques, quantitative and quali-
tative measurements of atmospheric signatures on a global basis are now possible. The limb scat-
tering technique relies on measurements of scattered sunlight that carry information of atmospheric
composition. As light is scattered through the Earth’s limb, the atmosphere filters parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum creating absorption features in the resulting signature. OSIRIS employs
the limb scattering technique and measures the radiance of the atmosphere to infer information on
the distribution of ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and aerosols within the stratosphere. Although clouds
are not measured directly, OSIRIS measurements are used in the development of a high altitude
cloud detection technique.
The efficiency and reliability of the cloud detection technique depends on the residual profile’s
ability to characterize the occurrence of clouds. The scattering residual is computed as the logarith-
mic difference between the measured radiance profile at 800 nm where the atmosphere is optically
thin down to tropospheric altitudes and the modelled molecular radiance profile. The logarithmic
difference is used rather than a straight difference as to avoid biasing scattering enhancements at
lower tangent altitudes. PDFs are produced from the scattering residual profiles for separate lat-
itudinal bands on a monthly basis. Because the solar scattering angle changes over the course of
a year, the variation in the amplitude of the measured radiance signal causes a shift in the PDF
distribution along the residual axis. Thus, producing separate time resolved PDFs prevents blurring
distributions.
The PDFs reveal the scattering residual distribution is not a continuum measurement. The
ability to distinguish the cloudy and cloud-free conditions is key to the success of the technique.
A Gaussian curve is fitted to the cloud-free distribution and its standard deviation is computed.
Threshold residual lines are drawn as a function of altitude two standard deviations to the right
of the cloud-free range along the residual axis and delimit the occurrence of clouds. By overlaying
these threshold lines onto the residual profiles, the presence of a cloud within the altitude region of
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interest can be determined.
A useful application of the cloud detection technique is to produce probability maps showing
the distributions of cloud top occurrence frequencies. Cloud top maxima were found over Central
America and over Indonesia as these correspond to highly convective regions. The average global
seasonal cirrus cloud coverage as measured by CALIPSO reported in Sassen et al. (2008) and by
SAGE II reported in Wang et al. (1996) were compared to the global seasonal cloud top occurrence
frequency distributions measured by OSIRIS. CALIPSO and SAGE II are nadir viewing and solar
occultation instruments, respectively. The comparisons reveal good agreement and the north-south
shift of the ITCZ is fairly apparent.
Fueglistaler et al. (2009) showed profiles of the mean cloud occurrence frequency versus altitude
in the tropics as measured by CALIPSO and SAGE II and theorized the inconsistency between the
profiles is a result of the different viewing geometries and optical depth thresholds of the instruments.
For comparison, the cloud detection technique was used to plot the cloud top occurrence frequency
versus altitude profiles derived from OSIRIS measurements for tropical and mid-latitude regions.
The shape of the tropical profiles compared relatively well with the analogous cirrus cloud profile
from SAGE II, which is an encouraging result because SAGE II and OSIRIS have similar viewing
geometries. This agreement supports the theory presented in Fueglistaler et al. (2009).
The interchange between the transport of air and freeze-drying alters the water vapour distribu-
tion and can contribute to the hydration or dehydration of the lower stratosphere. Using CALIPSO
measurements of cirrus clouds, Dessler (2009) made a fundamental connection between cloud oc-
currence, water vapour, and relative humidity distributions and, in an effort to show the effects of
hydration and dehydration, compared the dominant Asian monsoon and North American convective
regions. The high altitude cloud detection technique was used to map the zonal average cloud top
fraction for both of these sectors using OSIRIS measurements in support of Dessler (2009). In the
tropics, cloud occurrences are high and water vapour mixing ratio is low. Because relative humidity
is high in regions of maximum cloud top occurrence, evaporation of ice ascended by convection is
inhibited. In situ formation of clouds is stimulated leading to possible irreversible dehydration and
consequently convection has little effect on the water vapour mixing ratio there. At mid-latitudes,
both cloud occurrence and water vapour mixing ratio are high in regions of low relative humidity.
Convection drives cloud ice into the stratosphere and, because of the low relative humidity, evapo-
rates leading to an increase in water vapour. At mid-latitudes, the lower stratosphere is hydrated
and clouds are correlated with convection.
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Vernier et al. (2011) recently detected the presence of an ATAL using CALIPSO measurements.
Scans with a mean volume depolarization ratio greater than 5% contained clouds and were removed
from the analysis such that the remaining cloud-free scans were used to identify the ATAL. Ac-
cording to Vernier et al. (2011), the origin and nature of the aerosol layer are unclear, however its
presence links deep convection with the transport of aerosols and their gaseous precursors into the
upper atmosphere. In support of Vernier et al. (2011), the cloud detection technique was used to
remove cloud-containing scans measured by OSIRIS. The computed anomaly of the mean cloud-free
scattering residual longitudinal cross sections showed signs of an aerosol layer at the tropopause
level over Asia for scans measured around 0600 h. Weak signs of an aerosol layer were present in
the anomaly for measurements taken at 1800 h, which suggests the aerosol layer exhibits a diurnal
cycle. Laaksonen et al. (2000) suggest stratospheric cloud condensation nuclei have sulfuric origin,
which leads to speculations on the nature of the ATAL.
A practical application of the high altitude cloud detection technique is to monitor and track
volcanic plumes to mitigate hazards to aviation. Although ash and dust are the primary hazards,
sulfur dioxide and sulfuric aerosol also impose substantial risk because they damage the aircraft
by leaving sulfur deposits inside the engines. Within the first month since the eruption, the sulfur
dioxide plume travels in relatively close proximity with the ash and dust. Satellite measurements
of sulfuric oxide and aerosol particles are useful to oversee the evolution of the plume. The cloud
detection technique was employed to track the dispersion of the volcanic plume across the north-
ern hemisphere following the Sarychev eruption on 12 June 2009. OSIRIS measurements provide
information on the geographic location as well as the height profile of volcanic aerosols.
The applications and use of the cloud detection technique have not been exhausted in this
work. Future work includes integrating the high altitude cloud detection technique in the OSIRIS
operational retrievals. Since complex radiative transfer is required to accurately model scattering
through optically thick layers of atmosphere or clouds, the cloud detection technique can be used
to identify the presence of clouds as well as the cloud top altitude within the scans. Furthermore,
the cloud detection technique can be employed to study trends in the background aerosol loading
of the atmosphere as suggested by Solomon et al. (2011), the evolution of cloud top occurrence
frequencies and distributions, and detecting polar stratospheric clouds at high southern latitudes
during austral spring. A study using the technique would be useful in understanding the intricate
involvement cirrus clouds have with the climate system and the radiative budget of the atmosphere
since, at present, they remain unsolved.
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